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Abstrat
Meshes omposed of triangles are used in various appliations suh as omputer
graphis, interpolation, nite element method, and terrain databases. There are
several suessful triangle mesh generators whih an generate Delaunay triangu-
lation, onstrained Delaunay triangulation, onforming Delaunay triangulation
and quality triangulation on the CPU. However, there is no similar generator for
the graphis proessing unit (GPU) arhiteture existing at this moment.
The GPU has been used not only for graphis proessing tasks but also general
omputations in many disiplines inluding omputational geometry due to its
enormous parallel omputing power. In omputational geometry, early works
on the GPU inlude omputing the digital Voronoi diagram and Delaunay tri-
angulation. There has been no prior approah to generate other triangle mesh
suh as onstrained Delaunay triangulation, onforming Delaunay triangulation
and quality triangulation eiently using the parallel omputing power of the
GPU. The GPU is massively multithreaded, with hundreds of proessors, in or-
der to fully utilize the GPU hardware, a parallel algorithm usually needs to have
regularized work and loalized data aess. However it is even not lear how to
ahieve these riteria while adapting the traditional and usually omplex parallel
tehniques, suh as divide-and-onquer to the mesh generation problem. So it is
not lear how to eiently apply traditional parallel algorithms diretly on the
GPU.
In this thesis, we fous on designing mesh generating algorithms in 2D spae on
the GPU. Two algorithms termed as GPU-QM and GPU-CDT are proposed in
the thesis, whih an improve the quality of the Delaunay triangulation for a
point set, and ompute onstrained Delaunay triangulation for a set of points
and onstraints, respetively. Both of these two algorithms are the rst GPU
algorithms proposed so far. Aording to our experiments for both syntheti and
real-world data, our GPU algorithms are numerially robust and run faster than
the fastest sequential algorithm. Comparing to the fastest sequential implemen-
tation, the GPU-QM gains up to 5.5 times speedup; the GPU-CDT gains up to
two orders of magnitude speedup. Furthermore, we obtain the rst GPU mesh
generator by integrating the GPU-QM, GPU-CDT algorithms with an existing
work GPU-DT, whih an ompute Delaunay triangulation for a point set using
the GPU. Our mesh generator an ompute digital Voronoi diagrams, Delaunay
iv
vtriangulation, onstrained Delaunay triangulation, onforming Delaunay trian-
gulation and high-quality triangle meshes in 2D spae on the GPU. In order
to handle numerial error and degenerate input, we implement exat prediates
and simulation of simpliity method on the GPU based on the sequential imple-
mentations. So our generator an handle exat arithmeti and is numerially
robust.
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Meshes omposed of triangles are used in various appliations suh as omputer graphis,
interpolation, nite element method, and terrain databases. Although there are several
suessful triangle mesh generators on the CPU, suh as Triangle, CGAL and so on, whih
an generate Delaunay triangulation (DT), onstrained Delaunay triangulation (CDT), on-
forming Delaunay triangulation and quality triangulation, there is no suh a generator as
far as we know for the graphi proessing unit (GPU) arhiteture. Reently GPU with its
enormous parallel omputing power has been used widely in many disiplines for general
purpose omputation. Sine GPU uses a massively parallel arhiteture with hundreds to
thousands of proessing elements to exeute thousands to millions of threads simultaneously,
ommon issues in parallel programming suh as ooperation among threads, oniting data
aess, and raing onditions beome more serious problems. In order to fully utilize the
GPU hardware, a parallel algorithm usually needs to have regularized work and loalized
data aess. It is hard and even not lear how to ahieve those riteria while adapting
the traditional and usually omplex parallel tehniques, suh as divide-and-onquer to the
mesh generating problem. In the thesis, we ommit to design 2D CDT and quality mesh
generating algorithms whih are suitable for parallel omputation, espeially for the GPU
arhiteture. Furthermore, we obtain a 2D mesh generator on the GPU after integrating an
existing DT omputation algorithm. Aording to our experiment results for both syntheti
and real-world data, our mesh generator is numerially robust and runs muh faster than
existing sequential algorithms. Comparing the fast sequential implementation, our quality
mesh algorithm runs up to 5.5 times faster, while our CDT algorithm runs up to two orders
of magnitude faster.







Chapter 1. Introdution 2
For the DT omputation, there are several GPU algorithms and implementations, suh
as [RTCS08, QCT12, QCT13, CNGT14℄. Usually, the generation of onforming Delaunay
triangulation is ombined with quality mesh generation by foring all edges in the mesh
being Delaunay edges. So we do not disuss onforming Delaunay triangulation expliitly
here.
In the thesis, we managed to address the other two mesh generation algorithms listed above,
i.e., CDT and quality triangulation. In our CDT generation algorithm, the algorithm an
handle any planar straight line graph (PSLG) input. While in our quality mesh generation
algorithm, the input is a segment-bounded DT of a set of points, and there is no small angle
between any two adjaent segments. Setting restritions on the input of the quality mesh
generation algorithm, is beause in both theory and pratie, no algorithm or implementa-
tion an guarantee to terminate for all input data with good quality. Notie that even for
the sequential algorithm, it is still a big hallenge to handle small angles whih are from
the input. All existing algorithms are likely to be foiled by input data whih have small
features, small angles or ompliated topologies. Before quality triangulation algorithm an
be applied to the GPU senario, thoroughly preparation on knowledge of both CPU and
GPU are needed. Hene, the quality mesh generation algorithm for any PSLG is left to the
future disussion. In the thesis we only disuss the quality mesh generation algorithm for




In the following setions, bakground knowledge related to mesh generator and GPU ar-
hiteture are introdued. At the end of this hapter, ontributions of the thesis will be
highlighted.
1.1 DT and CDT
DT is one of the most important geometri strutures in omputational geometry and is
named after Boris Delaunay for his work on this topi from 1934. A DT for a set of points S
in a plane is a triangulation suh that no point in S is inside the irumirle of any triangle
in the triangulation (see Figure 1.1). Suh a speial property of the Delaunay triangulation
is also alled empty irle property. The DT maximizes the minimum angle of all the angles
of the triangles in the triangulation. In other words, among all triangulations of a given set
of points, the DT has the largest minimum angle.
Due to its nie property of avoiding long, skinny triangles, the DT has many pratial
appliations in dierent elds. For example, in geographial information system (GIS), one
way to model the terrain is to interpolate the data points based on the DT [Gol94℄. In path
planning, the DT an be used to ompute the Eulidean minimum spanning tree of a set of
points, beause the latter is always a subgraph of the former [PS85℄. The DT is also often
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.1: (a) An example of DT of a set of points. (b) No point is inside the irumirle
of any triangle in the triangulation.
used to build quality meshes for the nite element analysis [HDSB01℄.
CDT is a diret extension of the DT where some edges in the output are enfored before-
hand [Che89a℄; these edges are referred to as onstraints. Given a set S of n points (or
sites) in the 2D plane and a set of non-rossing onstraints, the CDT is a triangulation of
S having all the onstraints inluded, while being as lose to the DT of S as possible (see
Figure 1.2). So the CDT inherits the DT's optimality: among all possible triangulations
of a set of points that inlude all the onstraints, the CDT maximizes the minimum angle.
Similar to the empty irle property of the DT, CDT must fulll the weaker onstrained
empty irle property. To state this property, it is onvenient to think of onstrained edges
as the wall whih bloking the view. For a CDT, no visible point is inside the irumirle
of any triangle in the triangulation.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: (a) An example of CDT of a set of points and onstraints. (b) No visible point
is inside the irumirle of any triangle in the triangulation.
Constraints our naturally in many appliations. For example, in path planning, they
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Figure 1.3: An edge map of an image and its CDT.
are obstales; in GIS, they are boundaries between ities; in surfae reonstrution, they
are ontours in the slies of the body's skull; and in modeling, they are harateristi
urves [Boi88, Tre95, Kal10℄. In short, the CDT omplements the DT and is a very useful
struture in many elds. Figure 1.3 shows an example of how to apply CDT in the image
vetorization (details an be found in Setion 4.5.3). This gure shows an edge map of
a raster image (depending on the resolution of the image, the edge map might onsist of
hundreds of thousands of line segments or onstraints), and the CDT result for it.
1.2 Delaunay Renement
Unstrutured meshes suh as DT and CDT are important geometri strutures in om-
putational geometry. Due to their nie property of avoiding long, skinny triangles, they
have many pratial appliations in dierent elds. However, in the real-world appliations
suh as interpolation, the nite element method, and the nite volume method, the trian-
gle meshes produed by the mesh generator should satisfy guaranteed bounds on angles,
edge lengths, the number of triangles, and the grading of triangles from small to large size.
Neither DT nor CDT an satisfy suh requirements in theory and pratie.
For example, most mesh generation algorithms take a PSLG as their input. A PSLG is
a set of verties and segments (onstraints) shown in Figure 1.5a. Although the DT an
maximize the minimum angle of all the angles of the triangles in the triangulation, there are
some skinny triangles in the mesh. Furthermore, the DT of the verties may not respet the
domain that a user wishes to triangulate. On the other hand, the CDT, as an extension of
the DT, an onform to the domain's boundary, but still annot eliminate skinny triangles
in the mesh.
Conformity and skinny triangle deletion, both of these problems an be solved by inserting
additional points (or Steiner points, named after Jakob Steiner). The main diulty is
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where to plae the additional points. Usually people use the tehnique alled Delaunay
renement to generate triangle meshes. The main problem of Delaunay renement is to
nd a triangulation that an t arbitrarily ompliated domains, and ontain only triangles
of appropriate size and shape.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.4: Two kinds of skinny triangles whose irumradii are muh larger than their
shortest edges. (a) Needle, whose longest edge is muh longer than its shortest edge. (b)
Cap, whose maximum angle is lose to 180
◦
.
Generally, a good Delaunay renement algorithm should satisfy three goals listed in the
following:
1. The union of the triangles is the domain of interest, and the triangulation should respet
the segments (onstraints).
2. All triangles should be relatively "round" shape: there are no too small or large angles.
Triangles with too small or large angles are alled skinny triangles (low quality or bad trian-
gles; see Figure 1.4). Large angle an lead to large error in the gradients of the interpolated
surfae, and large disretization error in nite element method. Small angle an lead the
oupled systems of algebrai equations suh that the nite element method yields to be
ill-onditioned.
3. Algorithm an oer as muh ontrol as possible over the sizes of triangles, whih aets
the speed and auray. Usually, small triangles oer more auray than larger ones, but
the omputation time is proportional to the number of triangles. Hene, dierent triangle
sizes entails trading o speed and auray. For a given mesh, it is not diult to rene it to
generate another mesh whih ontains more triangles. But the reverse proess is relatively
ompliated [MTT97℄.
Most mesh generation algorithms take a PSLG as their input. During the Delaunay rene-
ment proessing, a segment usually is divided into smaller edges. The domain of interest
or the triangulation domain is the region that is needed to be triangulated. Suh a domain
should be segment-bounded, meaning that the segments over the boundary of the triangu-
lation domain from its omplement, the exterior domain. A triangulation domain an be
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either onvex or onave, and it may ontain holes, but the holes should be bounded by
segments.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.5: (a) A PSLG, and (b) a mesh generated by Ruppert's Delaunay renement
algorithm.
The main proess of Delaunay renement algorithms is to insert arefully plaed Steiner
points until the mesh meets onstraints on triangle quality and size while maintaining a
DT or CDT. There are several advantages of the Delaunay renement algorithm. First, it
maintains the DT, whih maximizes the minimum angle among all possible triangulations of
a point set, and is optimal among all possible triangulations of a point set. Seond, inserting
a vertex to a DT is a loal operation, whih is inexpensive exept in unusual ases.
In pratial appliations, suh as the nite element method, there are several measures
in use for the quality of a triangle. Usually, a good quality mesh means all triangles are
non-obtuse, or all with bounded aspet ratio. Aspet ratio of a triangle is the length of
the longest edge divided by the length of the shortest altitude. A fairly general measure of
triangle is the minimum angle α, sine this gives a bound of π− 2α on maximum angle and
guarantees an aspet ratio between | 1
sinα
| and | 2
sinα
|. The most natural and elegant measure
for analyzing Delaunay renement algorithms is the irumradius-to-shortest edge ratio (r/l)
of a triangle [MTTW95℄. The irumenter and irumradius of a triangle are the enter
and radius of its irumirle, respetively. Atually, a triangle's irumradius-to-shortest
edge ratio r/l is related to its smallest angle θmin by the formula r/l = 1/(2 sin θmin). The
smaller a triangle's ratio, the larger its smallest angle, i.e., given an upper bound B on
the irumradius-to-shortest edge ratio of all triangles in a mesh, there is no angle smaller
than arcsin 1
2B
(and vie versa). Clearly, people want to make B as small as possible. For
example, if B =
√
2 is employed, all angles are bounded between 20.7◦ and 138.6◦.
Beause the quality of the mesh depends solely on how the points whih dened the DT are
distributed, so the entral question of any Delaunay renement algorithm is how to hoose
the next Steiner point. The ommon answer to this question is to insert the next point as
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far from other points as possible. If a new point inserted is too lose to another point, the
resulting small edge will engender thin triangles. For a bad triangle t, a graeful way (an
date bak at least to mid-1980s [Fre87℄) to eliminate it is to insert a Steiner point at its
irumenter and use Lawson's algorithm [Law77℄ or the Bowyer-Watson algorithm [Bow81℄
to maintain the triangulation being a DT. After the irumenter's insertion, the bad triangle
annot survive, beause its irumirle is no longer empty. In the literature, there are other
dierent kinds of tehniques on how to hoose the next Steiner point. All of them will be
introdued in Setion 3.1.
Another big hallenge to the Delaunay renement algorithm is to ensure termination of the
algorithm while still obtaining good quality mesh. Due to small angles from the input, the
Delaunay renement algorithm annot always terminate. Small angle inherent in the input
geometry annot be removed, and it is not possible to triangulate a domain without reating
any new small angles as pointed by Shewhuk in [She00℄: for any angle bound θ > 0, there
exists a PSLG X suh that it is not possible to triangulate X without reating a new orner
(not present in X) whose angle is smaller than θ. This statement imposes a fundamental
limitation on any triangle mesh generation algorithm. If no input angle is smaller than 60◦,
Ruppert's algorithm [Rup95℄ an guarantee to terminate, and have no angle smaller than




≈ 20.7◦, and all angles are bounded between 20.7◦
and 138.6
◦
). Similarly, for the same inputs as mentioned above, Chew's seond Delaunay
renement algorithm [Che89b℄ an also terminate, and all angles are between 30◦ and 120◦.
Atually, most of existing algorithms work well in pratie for many appliations, but all of
them would fail on some diult triangulation domains. Therefore, in the thesis, we only
fous on Delaunay renement algorithm for DT mesh of a point set in whih the mesh is
segment-bounded.
1.3 GPU in Computational Geometry
Driven by the demand for realtime, high-denition 3D graphis, the programmable graphi
proessor unit or GPU has evolved into a highly parallel, multithreaded, manyore proessor
with tremendous omputational horsepower and very high memory bandwidth, as illustrated
by Figure 1.6. The disrepany in oating-point apability between the CPU and the GPU
is that more transistors are devoted to data proessing rather than data ahing and ow
ontrol on the GPU, as shematially illustrated by Figure 1.7.
Researhers and developers are beoming more and more interested in doing general purpose
omputation on GPUs, where the GPUs are used not only for graphis proessing tasks but
also general omputations in many disiplines. These range from numerial analysis and
physial simulation to data mining and omputational geometry.
The GPU is well-suited in addressing problems that an be expressed as data-parallel om-
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.6: (a) Computational power and (b) memory bandwidth of the CPU and GPU
(NVIDIA 2012 [NVI13℄).
Figure 1.7: The GPU devotes more transistors to data proessing.
putations, i.e., the same omputation is performed on many data elements in parallel, espe-
ially when a high amount of arithmeti omputation is involved. In addition, suh a trend
is aelerated with the reent introdution of CUDA, a general purpose parallel omputing
arhiteture, by NVIDIA where developers an now aess with ease the full power of GPUs
for more omplex tasks.
In the eld of omputational geometry, GPU has been employed to solve some problems.
Early works inlude omputing the digital Voronoi diagram (VD) [HKL
+
99, FG06, CTMT10℄,
a struture that is losely related to the DT. These works also mentioned the possibility of
obtaining the latter from the former straightforwardly. However, we notie that the Voronoi
diagram in a digital spae (of a texture) is not exatly the dual of the DT in a ontinuous
spae, and only until reently, Rong et al. [RTCS08℄ present a serious attempt to derive the
DT from the digital VD. Their algorithm, however, is hybrid, sine parallel omputation is
only used in the rst part while leaving the rest to a sequential algorithm. After that Qi et
al. [QCT12, QCT13℄ propose omplete GPU algorithm for DT omputation. Reently Cao
et al. [CNGT14℄ propose a GPU algorithm, whih an onstrut DT in both 2D and 3D
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spae. In the thesis, we all the algorithm whih an generate the DT for a set of points in
2D spae as GPU-DT.
As for the CDT and quality mesh problems, there is no eient GPU solution as far as we
know. This is partly beause suh problems do not present themselves readily to parallel
omputation. A parallel algorithm, in order to fully utilize the GPU hardware, usually
needs to have regularized work and loalized data aess. It is not lear how to ahieve
those riteria while adapting the traditional and usually omplex parallel tehniques, suh
as divide-and-onquer, to both these problems.
1.4 Objetives and Contributions
Motivated by the rapid inrease of the performane of GPU, the exibility of the parallel
programming model CUDA and the observation that there is no known algorithm and
implementation of a 2D mesh generator on the GPU, the objetive of this work is to develop
a 2D mesh generator on the GPU. The major ontributions of this work are listed in the
following:
1. Algorithm GPU-QM: A new and eient approah for omputing 2D quality triangle
mesh on the GPU. It is the rst GPU solution for this problem. Aording to our experiment
results, this algorithm an handle both syntheti and real-world data very well. When
ompared to Triangle, our algorithm an generate meshes with similar quality as the meshes
generated by Triangle, and runs up to 5.5 times faster. Furthermore, this algorithm an
oer both termination and quality guarantees.
2. Algorithm GPU-CDT: The rst GPU solution to ompute the 2D CDT of a PSLG
onsisting of points and edges. Our implementation runs up to two orders of magnitude
faster than the best sequential implementations on the CPU. This result is reeted in our
experiment with both randomly generated PSLGs and real-world GIS data having millions of
points and edges. Furthermore, we an prove that the algorithm is guaranteed to terminate
for any given PSLG, and the total number of ips performed by the algorithm is Θ(n2),
where n is the number of input points.
3. A software ombining GPU-DT, GPU-QM, GPU-CDT together. It is the rst GPU
mesh generator so far. Similar to Triangle software, this software an generate exat DT,
CDT, onforming Delaunay triangulations, digital Voronoi diagrams, and high-quality tri-
angle meshes. But our algorithms are parallel whih is implemented using the CUDA pro-
gramming model on nVidia GPUs. The experiment results of the program show that it is
numerially robust and runs muh faster than any existing CPU programs suh as Triangle
and CGAL. The odes for all the algorithms have also been made freely available to the
publi.
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4. Several key GPU tehniques, suh as handling exat arithmeti and robustness, han-
dling ooperation among threads, dealing with raing onditions using multiple iterations.
The GPU tehniques have been arefully doumented in the thesis, and provide valuable
referenes for future researh.
1.5 Outline
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introdues some basi denitions,
data strutures, and GPU programming onsiderations. The algorithms GPU-QM and GPU-




Before introduing our algorithms in the following hapters, in this hapter we introdue
some basi denitions and properties about them in Setion 2.1. Setion 2.2 desribes the
ommon data struture used in our mesh generator. Sine all the algorithms proposed in
the thesis are based on GPU, some related programming onsiderations are disussed in
Setion 2.3. At the end, Setion 2.4 presents the experimental environment used in the
thesis.
2.1 Terminology and Denition
Denition 2.1.1 (Voronoi diagram). Let S be a set of n sites in the Eulidean spae of
ℜ2. For eah site p of S, the Voronoi region R(p) of p is the set of points that are loser
to p than to other sites of S. The Voronoi diagram V(S) is the spae partition indued by
Voronoi regions. The elements of S are also alled sites of this Voronoi diagram. The line
segments shared by the boundaries of two Voronoi regions are alled Voronoi edges, and the
points shared by the boundaries of three or more Voronoi regions are alled Voronoi verties.
In the disrete spae, instead of a ontinuous plane, we only onsider the set of all integer
Figure 2.1: Digital Voronoi diagram.
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grid points. If a grid point p lies inside the Voronoi region of the site xi, and we say that p
is olored by xi. In ase p is equal distane from xi and xj and i < j, we olor p by xi. The
set of olored grid points form the disrete Voronoi diagram D(S) of S (see Figure 2.1). We
all this proedure Eulidean oloring.
Denition 2.1.2 (Planar graph). Let V be a nite set of n verties in ℜ2, and let E be a
set of edges determined by the verties of V . A planar graph is the pair G = (V,E) that
satises:
(i) For eah edge ab ∈ E, ab⋂V = ∅, and
(ii) For eah edge pair ab 6= cd in E, ab⋂ cd = ∅.
Denition 2.1.3 (Planar Straight Line Graph - PSLG). PSLG is a graph in whih the verties
are embedded as points in the Eulidean plane, and the edges are embedded as non-rossing
line segments.
By denition, a PSLG ontain both endpoints of every segment and a segment may interset
verties and other segments only at its endpoints. Figure 2.2 shows an example of PSLG.
Figure 2.2: A PSLG onsists of points and segments. The radius of eah disk illustrated
here is the loal feature size of the point at its enter.
Denition 2.1.4 (Loal feature size). Given a PSLG X, the loal feature size lfs(p) at any
point p is the radius of the smallest disk entered at p that intersets two noninident verties
or segments of X. Two distint features, eah a vertex or segment, are said to be inident
if they interset.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the notion of loal feature size by giving examples for a variety of
points. For eah point marked with "ross" in the gure, the orresponding disk is the loal
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feature size of the point.
Proof. The disk having radius lfs(u) entered at u intersets two noninident features of
X. The disk having radius lfs(u) + |uv| entered at v ontains the prior disk, and thus also
intersets the same two features. Hene, the smallest disk entered at v that intersets two
noninident features of X has radius no larger than lfs(u) + |uv|.
Denition 2.1.5 (Triangulation). Triangulation is a PSLG G = (V,E) suh that E is
maximal.
A speial ase of triangulation is Delaunay triangulation as shown in Figure 2.3.
Denition 2.1.6 (Delaunay Triangulation). A triangulation G = (V,E) is Delaunay if all
edges ab ∈ E satisfy the so-alled empty irle property (with respet to the set of points V )
that is to say, there is a irle that passes through a and b suh that the other points of V
are exterior to the irle.
Figure 2.3: An example of DT of a set of points. No visible point is inside the irumirle
of any triangle in the triangulation.
In the non-degenerate ase, i.e., no four or more points are o-irular, the Delaunay tri-
angulation for a given set of points is unique. For other degenerate ases, the Delaunay
triangulation is not unique, i.e., there are more than one Delaunay triangulation. Then
any of them will be aeptable. Among all triangulations of a nite point set S ⊆ ℜ2, the
Delaunay triangulation maximizes the minimum angle of all the angles of the triangles in
the triangulation.
The star of a vertex p (Stp) onsists of all triangles that ontain p. The link of p onsists
of all edges of triangles in the star that are disjoint from p (see Figure 2.4a). Let p /∈ S be
a point in the interior of the onvex hull of S, and assume that S
⋃{p} is non-degenerate.
Let D be the DT of S and Dp be the DT of S
⋃{p}. The prestar of p (Ptp) onsists of
all triangles whose irumirles enlose p (see Figure 2.4b). We an get Dp from D by
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substituting the star for the prestar, Dp = (D − Ptp)
⋃
Stp. Atually it is the Watson's
algorithm [Wat81℄ for generating DT.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: (a) Star of p, and the bold edges bound shaded triangles is the link of the star.
(b) Prestar of p.
Denition 2.1.7 (Loally Delaunay). Let S be a point set, T be a triangulation of S. An
edge ab ∈ T is loally Delaunay if
(i) it belongs to only one traingle and therefore bounds the onvex hull of S, or
(ii) it belongs to two triangles, abc and abd, and d lies outside the irumirle of abc.
Denition 2.1.8 (Delaunay Lemma). If every edge of T is loally Delaunay then T is the
DT of S.
Edge ip is a loally operation proposed in [Law77℄. If ab belongs to two triangles, abc
and abd, whose union is a onvex quadrangle, then we an ip ab to cd, see Figure 2.5.
Aording to the Delaunay Lemma, we an use edge ips as elementary operations to onvert
an arbitrary triangulation T to the DT.
Figure 2.5: Flipping ab to cd. Before ip, ab is not loally Delaunay, and the union of the
two traingles abc and abd is onvex. After ip, cd is loally Delaunay.
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There are many sequential algorithms developed for the CPU to ompute the DT [Aur91,
For97, SSD97℄. All these algorithms in general follow one of the three well-known paradigms:
divide-and-onquer [Dwy87℄, sweep-line [For87℄ and inremental insertion [GKS92℄.
a. Divide-and-Conquer. Algorithms based on this strategy reursively divide a set of points
into two smaller sets, until a set is small enough to ompute trivially its DT. Then it merges
reursively the results of two small adjaent sets into that of a bigger one, until results of all
sets are grouped in the triangulation. Using this approah, the DT an be built in optimal
O(n log n) time [SH75, Dwy87℄.
b. Sweep-line. The Voronoi diagram and DT are dual to eah other. Fortune [For87℄ uses
a sweep-line algorithm to onstrut the Voronoi diagram, from whih the DT is obtained.
First, the algorithm sorts the input points aording to their x-oordinates, then a vertial
line, alled the sweep-line, is swept from left to right. Points behind the sweep-line are
already added into the Voronoi diagram, while points ahead of the sweep-line are waiting
for proessing. As the sweep-line progresses, the Voronoi edges are generated inrementally.
The running time of this algorithm is also O(n log n).
. Inremental Insertion. A natural way to eiently ompute the DT is to repeatedly
add points one at a time, re-triangulate the aeted parts of the triangulation. To insert
a point, we rst loate the triangle or edge ontaining the point. The new point splits
the triangle ontaining itself into three triangles, or the two triangles adjaent to the edge
ontaining itself into four triangles. Subsequently, we perform edge ipping to maintain the
triangulation being a DT. Although this inremental insertion approah runs in O(n2) time
in the worst ase, the expeted time omplexity an still be O(n log n), provided that the
points are inserted in a random order [GKS92℄.
For the GPU algorithm, there are a few reent works, suh as [RTCS08, CNGT14℄. Sine
our algorithms proposed in the hapter are GPU algorithms, we an hoose any one of them.
Denition 2.1.9 (Visibility). Two verties a and b of a graph G = (V,E) are visible from
eah other (in G) if the line segment ab does not interset any of the edges of E.
Denition 2.1.10 (Constrained Delaunay Triangulation). Let G = (V,E) be a planar graph
with E 6= ∅. A triangulation (V,E ∪E′) is a onstrained Delaunay triangulation of G if the
edges ab ∈ E′ are suh that a and b are visible in G, and ab fulls the empty irle property
with respet to the verties only visible from a and b.
From here, we know that if G has no edges then onstrained Delaunay triangulation is the
same as the Delaunay triangulation. From the denition we an see that the onstrained
Delaunay triangulation is a triangulation whih is as lose as possible to the Delaunay
triangulation. Figure 2.6 shows an example of onstrained Delaunay triangulation.
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2.2 Data Struture
Figure 2.7b shows the data struture of the triangulation showed in Figure 2.7a. Throughout
the phases of onstruting DT, CDT and quality mesh, we need to frequently walk from
triangle to triangle, or around the triangle fan of a vertex. As suh, we have to maintain two
data strutures. First, for eah triangle we always maintain the link to its three neighbors.
The three verties of a triangle are indexed with 0, 1 and 2. The neighbors of a fae are
also indexed with 0, 1, 2 in suh a way that the neighbor indexed by i is opposite to the
vertex with the same index. Seond, for eah vertex, we maintain a link list of all triangles
inident to that vertex.
Any time when the triangulation is hanged, we have to keep updating these data strutures.
Like Triangle, all triangles in our algorithm are oriented triangles. Three verties of an
oriented triangle are alled origin vertex, destination vertex, apex vertex respetively. An
oriented triangle inludes a pointer to a triangle and orientation. There are three possible
orientations for a triangle abc, that is abc, bca, and cab (all are dened in ounterlokwise
order). Suppose the orientation of triangle abc is abc, that means a is the apex vertex of
triangle, b is the origin vertex of triangle, and c is the destination vertex of triangle (see
Figure 2.7). In pratie, we an use an edge to denote the orientation of a triangle, and
use the orientated triangle to denote an edge of the triangle. For example, the orientated
Figure 2.6: An example of CDT of a PSLG whih onsists of points and one onstraint
(red line). No visible point is inside the irumirle of any triangle in the triangulation.
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(a) (b) ()
Figure 2.7: (a) A triangulation. (b) Data struture of the triangulation. () An orientated
triangle.
Operation Result Usage
sym(abc) bad Find the abutting triangle sharing an edge ab/ba
lnext(abc) bca Find the next edge (ounterlokwise) of a triangle
lprev(abc) cab Find the previous edge (lokwise) of a triangle
onext(abc) acf Find the next edge ounterlokwise with the same
origin
oprev(abc) adb Find the next edge lokwise with the same origin
dnext(abc) dba Find the next edge ounterlokwise with the same
destination
dprev(abc) cbe Find the next edge lokwise with the same destina-
tion
rnext(abc) fac Find the next edge (ounterlokwise) of the adjaent
triangle
rprev(abc) bec Find the previous edge (lokwise) of the adjaent tri-
angle
org(abc) a Find the origin vertex
dest(abc) b Find the destination vertex
apex(abc) c Find the apex vertex
bond(abc, bad) - Connet two triangles sharing an edge ab/ba
Table 2.1: Primitive operations aording to the triangulation in Figure 2.7a.
triangle abc denotes the edge bc of the triangle, and edge bc denotes the orientated triangle
abc. Table 2.1 shows some primitive operations dened on an orientated triangle abc.
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In the algorithms introdued in the next two hapters, every point, onstraint, and triangle
has a unique index. For example, there are n points in all, then eah point has a index
number ranging from 0 to n− 1.
2.3 GPU Programming Consideration
CUDA is a salable parallel programming model and a software environment for parallel
omputing. In the CUDA model, the CPU is alled the host and is onneted to one or more
CUDA-apable GPUs alled devies. A CUDA devie is omposed of one or more streaming
multiproessors (SM). Eah SM is omposed of many streaming proessors (SP), typially
eight SPs per SM. The CUDA programming language is an extension to C and C++ with
some extra syntax. Programmer an dene parallel funtions, alled kernels exeuted on
the devie using CUDA programming language.
A typial yle of a CUDA program is as follows.
1. Alloate memory of the GPU.
2. Copy the data from the CPU to the GPU.
3. Congure the thread onguration: hoose the orret blok and grid dimension for the
problem.
4. Launh the threads ongured.
5. Synhronize the CUDA threads to ensure that the devie has ompleted all its tasks
before doing further operations on the GPU memory.
6. One the threads have ompleted, data is opied bak from the GPU to the CPU.
7. Free the GPU memory.
In all, GPU is massively multithreaded, with hundreds of proessors. To eetively utilize
the GPU, it is desirable to have tens of thousands of exeuting threads at any given time.
As suh, we keep in mind the following two design priniples in developing algorithms for
the GPU.
First, the GPU arhiteture is most suitable for data-parallel omputations, in whih the
same omputation is performed on multiple piees of data by many threads. Therefore, we
need to make our thread ode (or algorithm) as simple (with little ompliated ontrol ow)
and as uniform (with similar amount of work aross various threads) as possible.
Seond, with so many threads, ooperation among threads, oniting data aess, and
raing onditions are serious problems. To mitigate this, we usually employ some simple
heks to break the set of tasks into several groups, within whih the tasks an be done
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onurrently with no or little onit. Figure 2.8 shows a possible onit in parallel pro-
essing when inserting points into the triangulation. In this gure, point a is supposed to
be inserted on the edge adjaent to triangle A and C; point b is supposed to be inserted
on the edge adjaent to triangle A and B; c should be inserted on the edge adjaent to B
and C. Obviously, if there is more than one point whih need to be inserted into a same
triangle, only one point an be proessed at a time. But if a point is inserted into an edge,
it will hange two triangles in the triangulation. So we need to make sure that no other
thread is trying to update these triangles. In order to solve the onit between insertions,
we need to break the insertions into several rounds. At eah round, we want to insert as
many points as possible without any onit. An array X is needed for the triangles in the
triangulation, and every round we do the following two steps:
Figure 2.8: Possible onit in parallel proessing when inserting points into the triangu-
lation.
1. Loate the triangle or edge whih ontains the point p. If the point is ontained in
a triangle t, mark the triangle with X[t] = min(X[t], p). If p lies on an edge shared by
two triangles t1 and t2, we atomially mark both triangles with X[t1] = min(X[t1], p) and
X[t2] = min(X[t2], p). For the ase shown in Figure 2.8, we mark three triangles as: X[A] =
min(X[A], a), X[A] = min(X[A], b), X[B] = min(X[B], b), X[B] = min(X[B], c), X[C] =
min(X[C], c), X[C] = min(X[C], a). In CUDA, when several threads try to write to X[t],
it is guaranteed one of them will sueed. The marking is done using the atomi minimum
operation, whih is readily available on the GPUs.
2. Using the array X to deide whether to insert p in this round or not. p an be proessed
in this round if all the marks written by it (either one or two) are not overwritten. For the
ase shown in Figure 2.8, the point with smallest index among a, b and c will be inserted
in this round.
2.4 Experimental Environment
We implement our algorithms by using the CUDA programming model by NVIDIA [NBGS08℄.
All the experiments are onduted on a PC with an Intel i7 2600K 3.4GHz CPU, 16GB of
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DDR3 RAM and an NVIDIA GTX580 Fermi graphis ard with 3GB of video memory.
CPU and GPU used here were both top-of-the-line at the time of experiment. Visual Stu-
dio 2008 and CUDA 5.5 Toolkit are used to ompile all the programs, with all optimizations
enabled. In the thesis we ompare the results from our algorithms with the results from the
best-known sequential triangle mesh generators Triangle [She96a℄ and CGAL [CGA11℄.
Triangle A 2D mesh generator, whih an generate DT, CDT, onforming Delaunay trian-
gulations, Voronoi diagrams, and high-quality triangle meshes. It has thousands of users,
with appliations ranging from radiosity rendering and terrain databases to stereo vision
and image orientation, as well as dozens of variants of numerial methods.
CGAL The goal of the CGAL Open Soure Projet is to provide easy aess to eient
and reliable geometri algorithms in the form of a C++ library. CGAL is used in various
areas needing geometri omputation, suh as: omputer graphis, sienti visualization,
omputer aided design and modeling, geographi information systems, moleular biology,
medial imaging, robotis and motion planning, mesh generation, numerial methods and
so on.
Aording to our experiment results, usually Triangle runs faster than CGAL, espeially
on the Delaunay renement problem and CDT onstrution problem. So in the thesis, we
always ompare our algorithms with Triangle unless otherwise stated.
Chapter 3
A GPU Algorithm for Delaunay Renement
In this hapter, a Delaunay renement algorithm termed as GPU-QM is proposed, whih
is the rst GPU solution for improving the mesh quality of DT of a set of points so far.
Aording to the experiments on the syntheti and real-world data sets, our GPU algorithm
outperforms Triangle by 2 to 3 times speedup. The quality of the mesh generated by our
algorithm is very similar to the mesh generated by Triangle, only less than 1% more Steiner
points are inserted in our algorithm. Furthermore, we proposed one variant algorithm alled
GPU-QM-V based on the GPU-QM algorithm. In this variant algorithm, a new metri for
the minimum separation bound between any two Steiner points is used. When using the
GPU-QM-V algorithm, we an almost double the performane (4 to 5.5 times speedup)
with inreasing no more than 4% Steiner points ompared to Triangle. In addition both
GPU-QM and GPU-QM-V algorithms are guaranteed to terminate and numerially robust.
In this hapter, we use B as the upper bound of irumradius-to-shortest edge ratio, and any
triangle whose irumradius-to-shortest edge ratio is bigger than B is a bad triangle. In the
following setions, we rst introdue some related works in Setion 3.1. In Setion 3.3, an
inomplete version of GPU-QM (alled basi algorithm) is disussed. In this basi algorithm,
we ignore the boundary rening problem, beause in order to handle boundary rening,
several speial mehanisms are needed whih would divert attention away from the main
framework of the GPU-QM algorithm. In Setion 3.4 we add several mehanisms to the
inomplete version, suh that the boundary edges an be handled. In Setion 3.5, GPU-QM-
V, the variant algorithm of the GPU-QM is disussed. All implementation details and key
GPU tehniques used in the algorithms are shown in Setion 3.6. In Setion 3.7, we ompare
our results with the fastest sequential implementation on both syntheti and real-world data.
Finally, Setion 3.8 onludes the hapter.
3.1 Related Works
As mentioned before, the entral question of any Delaunay renement algorithm is where the
next point should be inserted. A reasonable answer is that the new point should be inserted
as far from other verties as possible. Aording to the tehnique used to hoose Steiner
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points, there are three dierent strategies/algorithms, whih are termed as irumenter-
insertion, o-enter-insertion, and sink-insertion, respetively. These three strategies will
be introdued in the following setions. In addition, we will review some parallel Delaunay
renement algorithms in the end.
3.1.1 Cirumenter-insertion
In this kind of the algorithm, the main operation is to insert a point at the irumenter of
a bad triangle (see Figure 3.1), and maintain the DT by using Bowyer-Watson's algorithm
to re-triangulate the prestar of the new point, or using Lawson's algorithm to do edge-ip
on non-loally Delaunay edges.
t
c c
Figure 3.1: Any triangle whose irumradius-to-shortest edge ratio is larger than B is split
by inserting its irumenter. Every new edge has length at least B times that of shortest
edge of the bad triangle. Left: before point insertion. Right: after point insertion.
There are many Delaunay renement algorithms using this strategy to insert Steiner points
in the literature. Ruppert's Delaunay renement algorithm [Rup95℄ and Chew's seond
Delaunay renement algorithm [Che89b℄ are the best-known algorithms, whih perform
well in pratie and have provable guarantees on both mesh quality and termination. Most
of other algorithms ([She00, Ü09, MPW03, EG01℄) follow the ideas of these two algorithms.
Here we only detail Ruppert's algorithm in the following.
A segment is said to be enroahed if a point other than its endpoints lies on or inside its
diametral irle. Any enroahed segment should be split into two segments by inserting a
point at its midpoint. For example, in Figure 3.2, point p is inside the diametral irle of
segment s, i.e., s is enroahed by p. After splitting s at its midpoint with point v1, the
segment s beomes two segments. If the left segment of s is still enroahed by p, the left
segment should be split again by inserting a point at its midpoint v2.
Ruppert's algorithm starts from the DT omputation for a given PSLG. If there is any
enroahed segment, split the enroahed segment at its midpoint, and update the DT
immediately until no segment is enroahed. Then we need to hek all triangles in the mesh.
If there is any bad triangle, split the bad triangle by inserting point at its irumenter, and
update the DT immediately until no triangle is a bad one. Notie that enroahed segments
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have higher priority than bad triangles, whih means if the irumenter of a bad triangle
enroahes one or more segments, the irumenter should be rejeted, and the enroahed
segments should be split in advane. As for the order in whih segments are split, or bad
triangles are split, is arbitrary. Ruppert's algorithm uses Lawson's algorithm [Law77℄ to
maintain the Delaunay property of the triangulation.
Figure 3.2: Segment is split reursively until no segment is enroahed.
For input with no angle is less than 60◦ and using B =
√
2 as the upper bound of the
irumradius-to-shortest edge ratio of the mesh, the triangulation generated by Ruppert's





≈ 20.7◦, and all angles are bounded between 20.7◦ and 138.6◦).
Notie that, the order of inserting Steiner points is very important. As pointed in [She96a℄,
a heap of bad triangles indexed by their smallest angle onfers a 35% redution in mesh size
over a rst-in-rst-out queue.
3.1.2 O-enter-insertion
Reently, Üngör [Ü09℄ proposed a new type of Steiner point whih he alls o-enter for the
Delaunay renement algorithm (see Figure 3.3). Given a bad triangle pqr with shortest edge
pq and irumenter c1, we dene the o-enter to be the irumenter c1 if the irumradius-
to-shortest edge ratio of pqc1 is smaller than or equal to the upper bound B. Otherwise,
the o-enter is the point c on the bisetor of pq (and inside the irumirle of pqr), whih
makes the irumradius-to-shortest edge ratio of the triangle pqc exatly B. The main
dierene of this algorithm from Ruppert's algorithm is that this algorithm always splits a
low quality triangle at its o-enter other than its irumenter.
The author proves that the new algorithm has the same quality and size optimality guar-
antees as the best known Delaunay renement algorithm. In pratie, the new algorithm
inserts about 40% fewer Steiner points (hene runs faster) and generates triangulations that
have about 30% fewer elements ompared with the best previous algorithms.
Sine the omputation of irumenters may run into numerial problems in pratie, using
this approah an make the program more robust with improved quality of the mesh. Atu-
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: The o-enter and the irumenter of triangle pqr is labeled as c and c1
respetively. (a) If |c1p| ≤ B|pq|, then c = c1. (b) Otherwise, c 6= c1 and c is obtained by
setting |c2p| = B|pq|, where c2 is the irumenter of triangle pqc.
ally, this approah is employed by Triangle. Notie that Triangle adds a oeient of 0.95
to the formula of omputing the o-enters to improve robust in pratie, i.e., the formula




Edelsbrunner and Guoy [EG01℄ propose sink-insertion as a new tehnique to improve the
mesh quality of DT. In 2D spae, a triangle is alled a sink triangle if its irumenter is
ontained in the interior of the triangle. In addition, the irumenter of a sink triangle is
alled a sink. The basi idea of the algorithm is to eliminate bad triangles by adding sinks
as new points to the DT.
Starting from any bad triangle, we need to nd a sink to be inserted. For example, for an
existing bad triangle t0, we start a walk along the diretion of t0's irumenter to the next
triangle t1. Then starting from t1, do similar walk until we nd a sink triangle ti. In the
end, ti's irumenter c is the sink to be inserted in the algorithm. Figure 3.4 illustrates
how to nd a sink from the bad triangle t0.
The authors laimed that sink-insertion reates about the same mesh quality as irumenter-
insertion algorithm, but it does this in a more eonomial manner. This is beause bad
triangles tend to luster and share sinks. Instead of dealing with a large number of ir-
umenters, this algorithm only works with a small number of sinks. In addition, the sinks
tend to be well separated and thus exhibit fewer dependenies, whih is desirable in parallel
implementation.
This sink insertion algorithm studies the eet of using sinks instead of irumenters in the
Delaunay renement algorithm for improving the mesh quality. However, their experiment
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Figure 3.4: Cirumenter c is the sink. The arrow shows how to nd the sink from a bad
triangle t0.
results show that the restrition to sinks surprisingly has little eet on the mesh quality.
The authors thought the sink-insertion algorithm should be more eonomial than the
irumenter-insertion algorithm, beause bad triangles tend to luster and share sinks.
Instead of dealing with a large number of irumenters, they an therefore work with a
small number of sinks. However in pratie, there are few bad triangles sharing a ommon
sink triangle aording to our experiment results on both syntheti and real-world data.
Even though some bad triangles luster at the beginning, after one or two point insertion
iterations, few bad triangles may still luster together. Atually, when the irumenters are
inserted one by one, one irumenter insertion may remove more than one bad triangle. In
other words, irumenter-insertion may have the same eet as the sink-insertion method.
So the sink-insertion method has little eet on reduing the number of Steiner points. A-
tually, we have tried to implement this method in parallel on the GPU, and the experiment
results show that there is little dierene between this method and irumenter-insertion
method.
3.1.4 Parallel algorithms
In literature, there are many parallel Delaunay renement algorithms, suh as [STU
+
02,
LC99, LT01, CN99, STU04℄ and so on. All of these algorithms employ Ruppert's or Chew's
seond Delaunay renement algorithm. Although the details of these algorithms are dif-
ferent, most of them employ a simple strategy: at eah iteration, they hoose a set of
independent points to insert into the domain, and then update the DT or CDT. The rite-
ria of hoosing independent data set are dierent for eah algorithm, but all of them show
that their set of independent points an be onstruted eiently in parallel. In addition,
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the number of iterations is a funtion of L and s, where L is the diameter of the domain, and
s is the length of the smallest edge in the output mesh. Eah independent set an be handled
by Ruppert's or Chew's method. Furthermore, some of these algorithms an be generalized
to three-dimension. All these algorithms follow the divide-and-onquer paradigm.
However, a parallel algorithm, in order to fully utilize the GPU hardware, usually needs to
have regularized work and loalized data aess. It is not lear how to ahieve these riteria
while adapting the divide-and-onquer strategy.
Reently, Nasre et al. [NBP13℄ laim their GPU algorithm for Delaunay renement ould
gain up to 80 times speedup over the sequential implementation. In their algorithm, they
tried to insert irumenters for bad triangles in parallel. Before a partiular irumenter
c is inserted, all triangles whose irumirles enlose c should be found and marked. Then
they delete marked triangles, and re-triangulate the deleted region after inserting c. When
all irumenters are inserted at the same time, one triangle an be marked by more than
one irumenter. Under this situation, only one irumenter an be inserted, other irum-
enters should wait. However, we annot reprodue the same results as they laimed when
trying their soure ode alled LonestarGPU. We tried to run their ode on uniform dis-
tributed points as required by their ode. However, we found that the output triangulation
is not a DT at all.
3.2 Issues for a GPU Delaunay Renement Algorithm
Generally, there are several issues that need to be onsidered when designing a GPU algo-
rithm for Delaunay renement algorithm.
1. How to selet Steiner points in parallel. Should we simply selet all bad triangles'
irumenters, or selet only a partiular part of them?
2. How to ensure all Steiner points obtained from the rst question are pairwise independent.
Or is it too aggressive to limit all Steiner points should be pairwise independent? Is there
any other metri to dene the minimum separation between any two Steiner points?
3. How to simulate the priority queue used in the sequential implementation on the GPU
eiently.
4. How to handle non-degenerate ases to get robust result.
5. How to handle the boundary rening, and make sure the algorithm an terminate.
Of ourse the last but not the least issue is how to make the GPU algorithm run fast. In the
next setion, we will disuss the basi algorithm of GPU-QM, whih is a framework of the
whole algorithm and an solve all issues mentioned above exept for the fth one. In order
to solve the fth issue, we propose several mehanisms for the basi GPU-QM algorithm,
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whih will be introdued in Setion 3.4. In Setion 3.5, we will onsider the seond issue
again to make the GPU-QM algorithm run faster.
3.3 The Basi Algorithm - GPU-QM
In this setion, we fous on the basi algorithm/framework of the GPU-QM algorithm. The
input is a stable omplex of a DT for a set of points S, whih by denition is a subomplex
whose irumenters all lie in the interior of its underlying spae. We use B = 1 as the upper
bound of irumradius-to-shortest edge ratio, so in the output DT, all angles are larger than
or equal to 30◦. Although there are many algorithms we an use to generate the initial DT
of S, onsidering our algorithm is a GPU algorithm, we hoose to use the GPU algorithm
mentioned in [QCT12℄ to generate the DT for S. Mehanisms for rening the boundary is
not inluded in the basi algorithm and will be disussed later in Setion 3.4.
3.3.1 Motivation and algorithm overview
Reall the three steps for a sequential Delaunay renement algorithm. Let us onsider the
normal ase with no degeneray. For a bad triangle t, we should ompute its irumenter c
in the rst, and nd the ontainer for c (do point loation). Then we insert c into the mesh
and maintain the mesh to be a DT by using edge-ips. Repeat these steps until no more
bad triangle exist. Sine we an always simulate the sequential algorithm on the GPU, one
naïve method an be designed as follows:
Naïve method 1: Let one thread handle one triangle. For any bad triangle t, ompute its
irumenter c, and do point loation for c to nd its ontainer triangle. Then insert all c
into the mesh, using atomi operation to void inserting more than one Steiner point into a
same triangle. In the end, do edge-ip in parallel to maintain DT.
When one Steiner point p is inserted, a region near p should be modied, and this region
is alled inuene region of p. For a Steiner point p, its inuene region is the union of
simplies in the losure of its star in the DT mesh after inserting p, or in the losure of
its prestar in the DT mesh before inserting p. When many Steiner points are inserted in
parallel, their inuene regions may overlap. Points whose inuene regions are pairwise
disjoint are pairwise independent.
This method may lead to many more Steiner points omparing to the result from the se-
quential implementation, and even innite loop problems. For example, assuming p and q
are two Steiner points inserted in the same round for eliminating bad triangle tp and tq. If
p and q are not independent with eah other, their prestars are partially or fully overlapped
with eah other. In an extreme ondition when their prestars are fully overlapped, inserting
either p or q is enough to eliminate both tp and tq. Therefore, one of p and q is redundant,
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termed as redundant point. Furthermore, p and q may be too lose to eah other, suh
that a short edge pq is generated. The resulting short edge will engender thin triangles.
Therefore more Steiner points would be needed in order to eliminate the new thin triangles.
If pq is even shorter than the minimum loal feature size of the input, the program may not
terminate at all.
Naïve method 1 has redundant Steiner points problem as mentioned above, if we an ensure
all Steiner points inserted in the same iteration are pairwise independent, then the program
an guarantee to terminate. This method is illustrated in the following.
Naïve method 2: Let one thread handle one triangle. For any bad triangle t, ompute
its irumenter c, and do point loation for c to nd its ontainer triangle. Then insert all
pairwise independent c into the mesh, and do edge-ip in parallel to maintain DT.
The main problem with this method is that it is hard and time onsuming to make sure all
Steiner points are independent with eah other. In order to nd the prestar for a Steiner
point p, we need to nd all triangles whose irumirles inlude p. If one triangle belongs
to more than one Steiner point's prestar, only one Steiner point an survive. The work
for nding prestar for eah Steiner point and avoiding rae ondition among all prestars by
using atomi operation is huge and ineient on the GPU.
Main idea of our solution: Instead of seeking maximal subset with pairwise independent
points, we try to insert all Steiner points in parallel. If some Steiner points are redundant,
we delete them later. Dierent from the sequential method, whih inserts Steiner points one
by one, and has no point deletion at all if not onsidering boundary rening (even if take the
boundary rening into onsideration, only few deletion operations are needed), our GPU
algorithm needs to delete quite a number of Steiner points in parallel due to redundant points.
Furthermore, sine both point insertion and point deletion an be done by using edge-ip
operation, we try to ombine the operations for deteting and deleting redundant Steiner
points with the operations for maintaining DT mesh after point insertion. As mentioned
before, the order of irumenter-insertion is very important. Priority queue an redue
the number of triangles by 35% than the number of triangles when using the rst-ome-
rst-split strategy. In order to get similar result as the result generated by the sequential
implementation with a priority queue, when two Steiner points are not independent with
eah other, we always try to insert the one whose priority is higher, and delete the one
whose priority is lower.
Our GPU algorithm has three steps shown in the following.
Step 1. Compute andidate Steiner points for bad triangles;
Step 2. Insert Steiner points and update neighboring information;
Step 3. Do edge-ip to maintain DT, while detet and delete redundant Steiner points;
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In our algorithm, we need to do these three steps iteratively until no more bad triangles
exist in the DT. Usually, the program needs to run dozens of iterations to generate the
quality mesh for a given Delaunay mesh. In eah iteration, we may need dozens of loops for
Step 3 partiularly. The details of this algorithm will be disussed in the following setion.
One thing that needs to be notied is that, sine the o-enter-insertion an redue the num-
ber of Steiner points signiantly, we always insert o-enter points instead of irumenters
in our algorithm. When the irumenters are mentioned, that always mean the o-enters
atually. In the irumenter-insertion with priority queue algorithm, the bad triangle with
the smallest angle has highest priority to be split, while in the o-enter-insertion, the bad
triangle with the shortest edge has highest priority to be split. Therefore in our GPU-QM
algorithm, when we say a triangle with higher priority means the triangle whose shortest
edge is shorter than others'. In pratie, many triangles may have the same priority, so we
ombine two information, the shortest edge and the index of the triangle, to be the priority
instead.
3.3.2 Algorithm details
Step 1: Compute irumenters for bad triangles
In this step, we rst go through all triangles to hek whether they are good or bad tri-
angles. For eah bad triangle, we ompute its irumenter, and do point loation for its
irumenter.
There are several problems related to this step.
1. Some bad triangles' irumenters may lie within a same triangle. In this situation,
only one an be inserted, other irumenters are ignored. Atually, under this situation,
insert one irumenter may eliminate more than one bad triangle. Sine we always want
to solve the worst triangle rstly, we give the worst triangle highest priority. As mentioned
before, we ombine two fats, the length of the shortest edge and index of the triangle, to
be the priority of a bad triangle, in ase more than one triangle has the same length of the
shortest edge. In pratie, the more ases like this there are, the better performane of the
algorithm an ahieve. That means instead of dealing with a large number of irumenters,
only working with a small number of irumenters is more eonomial.
2. When doing point loation for irumenters, some irumenters may lie outside of the
region of the triangulation. For this situation, we just leave suh bad triangles to the end in
the basi algorithm disussed in this setion. In order to solve those bad triangles, we need
to split the boundary edges of the triangulation, whih will be disussed in Setion 3.4.
3. Cirumenters may lie on the edges of triangles. In order to handle suh problem, we use
the simulation of simpliity method [EM90℄ to deal with suh degenerate ases.
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4. Cheking all triangles for all iterations is not neessary. In the rst iteration, triangles'
status are unknown, we need to hek all of them in order to get all bad triangles. However,
in the later iterations, espeially in the last few iterations, only few triangles are hanged,
heking all triangles to see whether they are good or bad triangles is a waste. So we use
one bit memory for eah triangle to reord whether it is hanged or not during the urrent
iteration. If it is not hanged, then in the next iteration, there is no need to hek it again.
Step 2: Insert irumenters and update neighboring information
In this step all andidates of irumenters seleted from the Step 1 are inserted into the
DT by using 1-3 ip, termed as triangle-split in our algorithm; see Figure 3.5. After doing
point insertion, we also need to update neighboring information for all new triangles and
their neighbors.
Figure 3.5: 1-3 ip (inserting d into the triangle abc) and 3-1 ip (removing d from the
triangulation).
It is possible that some neighboring triangles should be split at the same time. In most of
the time, two irumenters inserted in adjaent triangles annot be independent with eah
other. So we add one insertion-lter before we insert irumenters in parallel. That is for
eah ontainer triangle t, we hek its three neighboring triangles. If any of its neighbors is
also a ontainer triangle with a higher priority, t annot be split in this iteration. Although
this lter idea is very simple and easy to implement, it an redue a lot of redundant Steiner
points whih is illustrated in Setion 3.7.
Step 3: Do edge-ip to maintain DT, while detet and delete redundant Steiner
points
As we all know, edge-ip an be used to do 2-2 ip (see Figure 3.6) on non-loally Delaunay
edges and hange them to be loally Delaunay edges in the mesh. After all non-loally
Delaunay edges beome loally Delaunay edges, we obtain a DT mesh. If we only want to
maintain the triangulation to be a DT after inserting Steiner points, edge-ip is enough.
However, as mentioned before, the Steiner points inserted in Step 2 may not be pairwise
independent. Some of these Steiner points an be redundant points, whih may lead to
signiant inrease of Steiner points in the output and innite loop for the program. We
want to delete redundant Steiner points and maintain the DT property for the triangulation
at the same time by using edge-ip.
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Figure 3.6: 2-2 ip.
In this step, there are two questions that need to be answered. The rst question is how to
ombine the proessing for point deletion and maintaining DT mesh. The seond question
is how to detet and delete redundant points. Let us solve these two questions one by one
in the following.
Question 1: How to ombine operations for point deletion and DT mesh maintaining?
We use 1-3 ip to insert a Steiner point into its ontainer triangle, similarly, we an use
3-1 ip to remove a point from the triangulation (see Figure 3.5). A reent work alled
ip-op [GCTH13℄ proved that: for a given non-extreme point v, if the degree of v is more
than 3, there exists a 2-2 ippable edge inident to v; if the degree of v is 3, any edge inident
to it is a 3-1 ippable edge. Figure 3.7 shows an example for deleting a non-extreme point
v from the mesh. In this ip-op algorithm, two major operations are ip and op. Flip
means normal 2-2 edge ip, termed as Delaunay ip, whih onverts a non-loally Delaunay
ip into a loally Delaunay ip. Flop means 2-2 edge ip whih redues the degree of the
point whih should be deleted, and 3-1 ip whih removes the point from the mesh. The
ips for the op operations are alled non-Delaunay ips.
It seems that one we an detet the Steiner points whih should be deleted, we an adapt
the ip-op method to use 2-2 and 3-1 ips to maintain the DT mesh and delete Steiner
points.
Figure 3.7: Given a non-extreme point v. To remove v, we ip ve and vc to redue the
degree of v to 3. Then, v is removed by a 3-1 ip.
Question 2: How to detet redundant Steiner points?
The points we want to delete are Steiner points whih are not independent with other Steiner
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points. Given two Steiner points, the Independent Lemma proved in [EG01℄ provides an
easy way to deide whether they are independent with eah other or not. Here we only list
a part of it used in our algorithm as follows:
Lemma 3.3.1 (Independent Lemma). If points p and q are independent with eah other, the
edge pq does not belong to the DT.
The proof for this lemma is obvious. If p and q are independent implies the prestars of p
and q are disjoint, whih equals to the stars of them are disjoint. Hene edge pq annot
appear in the DT.
We do Delaunay ips for all non-loally Delaunay edges until we get a DT. In the DT, if any
two Steiner points inserted in the urrent iteration are onneted with eah other, based on
the Independent Lemma, one of them is redundant. Let us mark the one with lower priority
as a redundant point. Then do non-Delaunay ips to remove all redundant Steiner points,
and do Delaunay ips again to get the DT. Suh a loop ontinues until we get the DT and
no two Steiner points inserted in the urrent iteration onnet with eah other.
Clearly this solution is not good, beause it may waste some ips. Considering a redundant
Steiner point p, we rst do ips to make the region around p (prestar) to be loally Delaunay,
and then do ips to remove it. If we an detet p as a redundant point before making the
prestar of it being loally Delaunay, and delete it from the mesh diretly, we an save several
ips. Motivated by this idea, we derive a new solution for this problem.
Our solution is to do ip-op diretly on the generated mesh of Step 2. Whenever two
new Steiner points are going to be onneted beause of any kinds of ips (Delaunay ip or
non-Delaunay ip), we ompare the priority of these two points, the one with lower priority
is marked as redundant point, and will be deleted in the next loops. Sine we want to detet
and delete redundant points as soon as possible, we give priority for non-Delaunay ips over
Delaunay ips.
Not all triangles need to be heked for every loop. There is no need to hek triangles whih
are not related to any kinds of ips in urrent loop in future. We use an array termed asmark
to reord suh information. Initially, all new triangles generated due to point insertion in
Step 2 are marked as should be heked by setting mark[i] = 0; other triangles are marked
as mark[i] = −1, mean no need to be heked in the next loop. In addition we use an
enumerated type pStatus = {input, oldSteiner,newSteiner, redundant}, to distinguish the
points whih are input points, Steiner points inserted in previous iterations, Steiner points
inserted in the urrent iteration, and redundant Steiner points whih should be deleted,
respetively.
The algorithm presented in Algorithm 3.1 shows the rst-part of Step 3, i.e., heking
triangles to detet redundant points, non-Delaunay and Delaunay ips. One optimization
for this part is that a triangle ti only performs the heking with its neighbor tj if i < j,
sine eah pair of triangles should only be heked at most one in eah loop.
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Algorithm 3.1: Detet redundant point, non-Delaunay and Delaunay ips
1 while exists triangle t with mark[t] = 0 do
2 forall the t with mark[t] = 0 do
3 set minIndex = MAXINT
4 if any of t's verties p is redundant then
5 set minIndex = the minimum index of p whih is redundant
6 end
7 for three neighbors ti of t do
8 if t's index is smaller than ti' index, or mark[ti] = −1 then
9 if the vertex q whih belongs to ti and does not belong to t is
redundant then
10 minIndex = min(minIndex, q)
11 end
12 if minIndex == vertex shared by t and ti then
13 mark a non-Delaunay ip for t and ti
14 break
15 end
16 if no vertex is redundant and t and ti pass the in-irle test then
17 if both verties that are not shared by t and ti are newSteiner
then
18 mark the vertex with lower priority as redundant
19 break
20 else








For eah triangle t that needs to be heked in this loop, suppose one of its neighboring
triangles is ti. If any of the two verties shared by t and ti is a redundant point marked
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in previous loops, there should be a non-Delaunay ip between t and ti (if the point of
minIndex's degree is 3, it is a 3-1 ip; if degree is more than 3, it is a 2-2 ip.). Otherwise
we do in-irle test on t and ti. If they pass the in-irle test and the two verties that are
not shared by t and ti are newSteiner points, that means if we do Delaunay ip on t and
ti, the two newSteiner points will be onneted. Aording to the Lemma 3.3.1, these two
newSteiner points are not independent with eah other, one of them should be marked as
redundant and be deleted in future loops.
Algorithm 3.2: Mark inident triangles for redundant point, and do edge-ip for
triangle pairs marked in Algorithm 3.1
1 forall the triangle pair marked in Algorithm 3.1 do
2 do edge ip
3 mark the new triangles t as mark[t] = 0
4 update neighboring information
5 end
6 forall the redundant point p do
7 for triangle t inident to p do
8 mark[t] = 0
9 end
10 end
The rest of the operations of Step 3 are listed in Algorithm 3.2. For a redundant Steiner
points, we need to mark all its inident triangles as needed to be heked in the following
loops, suh that in the following loops we ould nd non-Delaunay ips for them to redue
the degree of them until they are deleted from the mesh. Then we do edge-ip to all
triangle pairs marked in the Algorithm 3.1. One diulty is how to update the neighboring
information for triangles and their neighbors. Two adjaent triangles an partiipate in
two dierent ips, thus diretly updating the adjaent triangles after ipping an ause
oniting memory aess. Instead, the updating operation is performed in two steps, and
eah is done in parallel, with a global synhronization in between. Eah triangle has a
temporary storage for updating its links. In the rst step, eah pair of triangles that is just
ipped updates the temporary storage of its neighbors. In the seond step, eah pair of
triangles mentioned above inspets its temporary storage and updates its own links. Note
that if a neighbor of this pair is not ipped in this iteration, that neighbor is not proessed
by any thread. Thus, the thread proessing this pair needs to update that neighbor's links
diretly.
Notie that, all new triangles due to the edge-ip should be marked as needed to be heked
in the next loop. When performing the in-irle test, we use the exat prediate introdued
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by Shewhuk whih is adaptive and robust [She96b℄. As for the problem of how to adapt
this in-irle test in our algorithm on the GPU, we will disuss it in the Setion 3.6.3.
3.3.3 Proof of termination
The input of the basi algorithm of GPU-QM is a stable subomplex of a DT. We use B = 1
as the upper bound of irumradius-to-shortest edge ratio, so in the output DT, all angles
are larger than or equal to 30◦. The proof for the termination is quite obvious.
Claim 3.3.1. With B = 1, the basi algorithm of the GPU-QM is guaranteed to terminate
for the given stable subomplex of a DT.
Proof. If there is any bad triangle t in the triangulation, and t's irumenter c lies in the
interior of the triangulation, c will be inserted. The only new edges reated by the Delaunay
insertion of c are edges onneted to c. Beause c is the irumenter, and there were no
points inside the irumirle of t before c was inserted, no new edge an be shorter than
the irumradius of t due to the hoie of B. Sine all the Steiner points inserted in the
same iteration are independent with other, the distane between any two new points is at
least as large as the larger irumradius of two radii. Suppose the length of the shortest
edge in the input mesh is ǫ, then no two points in the output mesh are less than 2ǫ apart,
sine all points lie inside or on the boundary of onvex hull of the input points, after nite
iterations, we will run out of spae to put new point. So the algorithm is guaranteed to
terminate as laimed. 
3.3.4 Remaining problems
In this setion, the algorithm we disussed is a framework of the GPU-QM algorithm. This
basi algorithm inserts irumenters of bad triangles into the DT mesh to eliminate bad
triangles. The algorithm is guaranteed to terminate although there are still some bad tri-
angles surrounding the boundary edges of the triangulation. There are two major problems
involved with the basi algorithm of GPU-QM.
1. The input is stable subomplex of a DT. In pratie, most of the DT is not a stable
subomplex, we need to handle boundary rening in order to make our algorithm
handle real-world data.
2. How to improve our aggressive redundant Steiner points detetion method in Step 3. In
our algorithm we want to insert Steiner points that are pairwise independent in parallel.
Although the urrent algorithm satises the independent requirement, we may delete
some points whih are not redundant points wrongly beause of the property of ip-
op. In our algorithm, we try to do both non-Delaunay and Delaunay ips at the same
time. Two new Steiner points an be onneted potentially due to either Delaunay ip
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or non-Delaunay ip. If due to a Delaunay ip, based on the Independent Lemma, the
two Steiner points must not be independent with eah other. Hene, one should be
deleted as a redundant point. If the onnetion due to a non-Delaunay ip, this edge
may or may not be the Delaunay edge in the nal DT. However, we still mark one point
as redundant and delete it in the following loops. This lead to a bad situation: some
Steiner points may be inserted several times due to the aggressive deletion method
used in Step 3. Aording to our experiments shown in Setion 3.7, 70% points ould
be inserted more than one. This defet leads to big number of edge-ips. Suppose
there are m points whih are inserted more than one time, in order to insert them, 3m
ips are needed, and in order to delete them, 4m ips are needed. If m is huge, the
time spent on repeatedly inserting and deleting the same points is huge.
In the following setions (Setion 3.4 and Setion 3.5), we propose some mehanisms to solve
these two problems.
3.4 Mehanisms for GPU-QM to Handle Boundary Rening
In the basi GPU-QM algorithm, we neglet the boundary rening problem by restriting the
input mesh being a stable subomplex of a DT, and rejet a irumenter if the irumenter
lies outside or on the boundary of the onvex hull of the input DT mesh. The result is there
are still a lot of bad triangles around the boundary edges of the onvex hull. In this setion,
we propose several mehanisms for the basi GPU-QM algorithm, to make it an handle
boundary rening suh that no bad triangles will exist in the nal quality mesh.
3.4.1 Motivation and algorithm
In order to handle boundary rening problem, the sequential method splits all enroahed
segments in the beginning (before doing triangle-split) until no segment is enroahed. By do-
ing this all irumenters of any triangles lie within the region of the triangulation (Lemma 1
in [She01℄). If any new point for triangle-split would enroah upon any segment, then it is
not inserted; instead, all segments that are enroahed upon are split.
In our GPU algorithm we do not eliminate all enroahed boundary edges before inserting
Steiner points. That is beause usually the number of boundary edges is small ompared
to the number of bad triangles. In order to fully utilize the omputation power of GPU,
it is better to have tens of thousands of exeuting threads at any time. In addition, after
some Steiner points are inserted, some boundary edges may be enroahed upon again,
therefore, we do not want to do segment-split, triangle-split, and then segment-split again
as a loop. Sine both segment-split and triangle-split an be seen as a kind of edge-ip,
and the operations for them to update neighboring information are similar, we want to do
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segment-split and triangle-split at the same time.
Figure 3.8: A ase whih generates a shorter edge, and leads to an innite loop.
One big problem is how to detet all enroahed boundaries for eah irumenter, i.e.,
when c is inserted, it may not aware it enroahes some boundaries that are far away. This
unawareness may ause some problems. For example, suppose the midpoint v of an edge ab
is inserted into the triangulation in Step 2, at the same time, some irumenter pi whih
enroahes upon ab has been already inserted in some previous iteration. Beause of the
insertion of v, the insertion of pi may be redundant. Moreover, the insertion of pi may
generate edges shorter than the existing shortest edge of the mesh, so the algorithm may
not terminate.
For example, in Figure 3.8, ab is a boundary edge, v is the midpoint of ab, p is the opposite
point of ab whih is a irumenter inserted in some previous iteration. When p was inserted,
p did not know the existene of ab. Observe that the triangle abp is a bad triangle, in order
to eliminate it, we add v as a Steiner point and insert it in the urrent iteration. The
distane between pv may be even smaller than the minimum shortest edge ǫ of the input
DT before v is inserted. Reall that in Step 3, we only mark a Steiner point to be redundant
when it is a new Steiner point inserted in the urrent iteration. So both p and v will remain
in the mesh. This short edge pv may lead to further shorter edge to be generated and make
the algorithm go into innite loop.
Our solution is to inrease a routine to detet redundant Steiner points before Step 3. For
eah midpoint inserted in the urrent iteration like v in Figure 3.8, hek the point p whih
is opposite of ab, and all adjaent points pi of p. If the heked points are not input points
nor midpoints, and they enroah upon ab, mark them to be redundant Steiner points, and
delete them in Step 3.
In all, in order to handle boundary rening, we need to do several hanges to the basi
algorithm of GPU-QM disussed in the previous setion.
1. Add a new type of Steiner point - midpoint, and dene the ontainer triangle for a
midpoint.
For a bad triangle t, and its irumenter c, we searh the ontainer triangle for c by a
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walk starting from t (point loation) until nding its ontainer or meet a boundary edge.
If c lies on the boundary or outside of the triangulation, we treat the last triangle during
the point loation as the ontainer triangle, and hange the c to be the midpoint of the
boundary edge.
2. Inrease segment-split for Steiner point whih is a midpoint.
Sine a Steiner point an be the midpoint of a boundary edge, we need to use 1-2 ip
(Figure 3.9) to insert the midpoint. When a midpoint is inserted into the mesh, we split
the boundary edge into two boundary edges, and split the triangle into two triangles, this
proess is termed as segment-split. Similarly, we add 2-1 ip in our program to delete a
midpoint from the triangulation as well.
Figure 3.9: 1-2 ip (inserting midpoint d on the edge of ab) and 2-1 ip (removing the
midpoint d from the triangulation).
We give segment-split priority over triangle-split. Consider the following situation: a
triangle t is inident to a boundary edge ab. A irumenter c lies within t, so t an be
split into three triangles. At the same time, another irumenter of some bad triangle
(an be t) is outside the boundary edge ab, so t an be split into two triangles as well. If
we insist on inserting the irumenter c, c may enroah the boundary edge and generate
a new bad triangle. In order to eliminate the newly generated bad triangle, the midpoint
is needed in later iterations. So it is better to insert the midpoint in this iteration, and
c may not even be needed in later iterations.
For any two Steiner points that are both midpoints of some boundaries, in the lter
routine before doing point insertion in Step 2, if they are neighbors, we neglet one
aording to their priority; while in Step 3, even if they are onneted by edge-ip, none
of them should be marked as redundant. In other words, one a midpoint is inserted into
the triangulation, do not delete it any more.
3. Inrease a routine of deteting redundant Steiner points before Step 3.
For eah midpoint inserted in the urrent iteration like v in Figure 3.8, hek the point p
whih is opposite to ab, and all points pi whih are adjaent to p. If the heked points are
not input points or midpoints, and they enroah upon ab, mark them to be redundant
Steiner points, and delete them in Step 3.
One problem by doing this is that, this new routine may not disover all Steiner points
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that enroah upon the boundary edge. If they are new Steiner points inserted in urrent
iteration, we still have hane to eliminate them in Step 3. If they are old Steiner
points inserted before, we annot eliminate them. But this problem does not aet the
termination of the algorithm. If p does not enroah upon ab, the algorithm behaves the
same as the one without the new routine. If p enroahes upon ab, it an be disovered
by our routine and marked as redundant point. One p is marked as redundant and
deleted in Step 3, the algorithm is guaranteed to terminate.
Atually, if p does not enroah the boundary edge, other points have no hane to
enroah the boundary edge at all (see Figure 3.10). That is beause before the insertion
of v, the triangulation is a DT, sine p does not enroah ab, p is outside of the diametral
irle of ab. Furthermore, in a DT mesh, all points should be outside the irumirle of
triangle abp. Therefore all points should be also outside the diametral irle of ab, whih
means no point enroahes ab.
In addition, there are few Steiner points whih are not inident to p but still enroah
upon the boundary edge in pratie. Comparing to the strategy in whih all Steiner
points that enroah boundary edges should be disovered and deleted, our strategy an
save a lot of time and is easy to implement.
Figure 3.10: An example shows that if p does not enroah boundary edge ab, other points
also do not enroah ab.
3.4.2 Proof of termination
Shewhuk laimed that given a DT for a set of points, if there is no enroahed boundary
edge, all triangles' irumenters lie inside the triangulation. We present his laim as a
lemma in the following, and the proof for it an be found in [She01℄.
Lemma 3.4.1. Let T be a segment-bounded DT. (Hene, any edge of T that belongs to
only one triangle is a segment). Suppose that T has no enroahed segments. Let v be the
irumenter of some triangle t of T . Then v lies in T .
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Similar to Ruppert's and Chew's algorithms, our algorithm an be proved to be guaranteed
to terminate if any two inident boundary edges on the onvex hull of the input DT are
separated by an angle of at least 60◦, and a triangle is onsidered to be bad triangle if its
irumradius-to-shortest edge ratio is larger than B, where B ≥ √2.
In order to prove our algorithm an terminate, we need to prove two things. First, we need
to prove the algorithm will terminate if it runs in a sequential manner, i.e., inserting only
one Steiner point for eah iteration. Seond, we need to prove when the algorithm runs in
parallel on the GPU, it an also terminate.
Notie that the proof presented below is very similar to the one disussed in [She01℄. Here
we adapt that proof to prove our algorithm an terminate.
Claim 3.4.1. Suppose that any two inident boundaries are separated by an angle of at least
60◦, and a triangle is onsidered to be a bad triangle if its irumradius-to-shortest edge ratio
is larger than B, where B ≥ √2. Let lfsmin be the shortest distane between two noninident
entities (verties or segments) of the input DT mesh. If the GPU-QM algorithm runs in a
sequential manner (only one Steiner point is inserted in eah iteration), it will terminate,
with no triangulation edge shorter than lfsmin.
Proof. Assuming that the algorithm will introdue edges shorter than lfsmin into the mesh.
Let e be the rst suh edge generated. Obviously, both of the endpoints of e annot be
input verties, nor lie on noninident boundary edges. Let v be the most reently inserted
endpoint of e.
For eah point p inserted into the mesh, the only new edges reated beause of p are the
edges onnet to p. Let rp be the distane from p to its nearest point when p is inserted
into the mesh. If p is an input point, rp is the distane from p to the nearest other input
point. By assumption, before v was inserted, no edge shorter than lfsmin existed, therefore
before inserting v, for any point p in the mesh, rp ≥ lfsmin. Considering the following ases:
ase 1. If v is the irumenter of a bad triangle t, and p is the most reently inserted
endpoint of the shortest edge of t, then rv ≥ Brp ≥
√
2rp.
ase 2. If v is the midpoint of an enroahed boundary edge l, and p is the opposite vertex
of l before v is inserted in Step 2. Before Step 3, we need to hek p's status. There are
three subases.
ase 2-a. If p is an input point, then rv ≥ rp.
ase 2-b. If p is a irumenter Steiner point and enroahes upon the edge l, p should be
marked as a redundant point in Step 2 and be deleted in Step 3. Let p be the irumenter
of the bad triangle t. Sine the mesh is DT when inserting p, the irumirle entered at
p ontains neither endpoint of l. Hene, we get rv ≥ rp/
√
2 (see Figure 3.11 for an example
where the relation is equality). g is the most reently inserted endpoint of the shortest edge
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Figure 3.11: When l is enroahed upon by p, a irumenter of some bad triangle, rv
may be a fator of
√
2 smaller than rp.
Figure 3.12: v and p lie on inident boundary edges separated by an angle α where
α ≥ 60◦.
Figure 3.13: l is not enroahed by p. Before the insertion of v, the triangulation is a DT
mesh, all points are outside the yellow irle, and hene no point would enroah l.
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ase 2-. If p is a midpoint, and p, v lie on inident boundary edges separated by an angle
α and meet at point q (see Figure 3.12). If p enroahes upon l, p lies on or inside l's
diametral irle. Imagining that rp and α are xed, then rv = |vp| is minimized by making
l as short as possible, subjet to p annot fall outside l's diametral irle. rv/rp is smallest
when |l| = 2rv . Based on the basi trigonometry, |l| ≥ rp/ cosα, then rv ≥ rp/(2 cosα).
Beause α ≥ 60◦, rv ≥ rp.
Notie that the ase in whih p is a Steiner point, but does not enroah l, does not exist.
Reall that v is inserted due to some irumenter c lying outside the triangulation, i.e., c
lies on the opposite side of l with the triangulation. Aording to Lemma 3.4.1, if c lies
outside of the boundary edge l, l must be enroahed by some point q. Assume q exists.
Sine p does not enroah l, p is outside the diametral irle of l. In a DT mesh, all points
should be outside the irumirle of the triangle inident to l. So all points should be also
outside the diametral irle of l as shown in Figure 3.13, meaning no point enroahes upon
l. This statement ontradits with the assumption that q exists. So if p is a Steiner point,
it must be ase2-b or ase2- mentioned above.
In all these ases, we have rv ≥ ra for some point a existing in the mesh before v is inserted.
It follows that rv ≥ lfsmin, ontraditing the assumption that e's length is less than lfsmin.
It also follows that no edge shorter than lfsmin is ever introdued, so the algorithm must
terminate. 
Claim 3.4.2. Suppose that any two inident boundaries are separated by an angle of at least
60◦, and a triangle is onsidered to be a bad triangle if its irumradius-to-shortest edge
ratio is larger than B, where B ≥ √2. Let lfsmin be the shortest distane between two
noninident entities (verties or segments) of the input DT mesh. The GPU-QM algorithm
will terminate, with no triangulation edge shorter than lfsmin.
Proof. Aording to Claim 3.4.1, if the GPU-QM algorithm inserts Steiner point one by one,
no edge shorter than lfsmin is ever introdued. Here, we want to prove when the algorithm
inserts Steiner points in parallel, no edge shorter than lfsmin an also be generated.
Considering any two Steiner points inserted in the same iteration p and q.
If both p and q are irumenters, or one is a irumenter, the other is a midpoint, they must
be independent with eah other; otherwise one of them would be marked as a redundant
point and be deleted. So edge pq does not exist in the output DT. In addition aording to
Claim 3.4.1 both p and q will not generate any edge shorter than lfsmin.
If both of these two points are midpoints and are onneted being edge pq in the output,
then this ase is the ase2- shown in Claim 3.4.1 atually. Hene, edge pq is not shorter
than lfsmin.
In all, sine no edge shorter than lfsmin is ever introdued, the algorithm must terminate.

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3.5 GPU-QM-V: A Variant Algorithm of GPU-QM
In this setion, a variant algorithm of GPU-QM termed as GPU-QM-V is proposed. In
this algorithm, a new metri for the minimum separation bound between points is used.
Experiment results in Setion 3.7 show that the GPU-QM-V algorithm an redue the
running time dramatially, and an handle dierent point distributions very well.
3.5.1 Motivation and algorithm
Now let us review the seond question proposed in Setion 3.2. Aording to the Lemma 3.3.1,
whenever two Steiner points are onneted in DT, they are not independent with eah other.
However, sine we do both Delaunay ips and non-Delaunay ips at the same time in Step 3
of the GPU-QM algorithm, it is very diult to distinguish whether the two Steiner points
are onneted beause of Delaunay ip or non-Delaunay ip. Hene, the GPU-QM algorithm
may delete many Steiner points that are not redundant points at all. Most of non-redundant
Steiner points deleted in previous iterations may be inserted bak into the triangulation in
future iterations. Aording to our experiment results, more than 70% Steiner points are
inserted into the mesh more than one time in the GPU-QM algorithm. In other words,
the method for deteting redundant points employed by the GPU-QM algorithm is too
aggressive, and wastes a lot of ips and time.
Our solution is to use a new metri for the minimum separation bound between points. When
two new Steiner points inserted in parallel in the urrent iteration whih are orthogonal or
further than orthogonal, are going to be onneted in Step 3, one should be marked as
redundant.
The onept of orthogonality is rstly dened in [EG01℄ and used in their o-line imple-
mentation to ontrol the minimum separation bound between sinks. In our researh, we
rst observed and proved the relationship between independent and orthogonality. Then
based on the observation, we use orthogonality to insert Steiner points in parallel in the
GPU-QM-V algorithm.
Here we introdue the orthogonal onept rstly. For eah Steiner point, there is a or-
responding insertion radius related to it. If the Steiner point is a irumenter of a bad
triangle, then the insertion radius is the irumradius when the Steiner point is inserted;
while if the Steiner point is a midpoint of a boundary, then its insertion radius is the radius
of the diametral irle of the boundary. We use (x, q) to denote the Steiner point x, and
its insertion radius q. Given two Steiner points x and y with their orresponding insertion
radius q and r (denoted as (x, q) and (y, r)), x and y are orthogonal if ‖x−y‖2 = q2+r2, are
further than orthogonal if ‖x−y‖2 > q2+r2, and are less than orthogonal if ‖x−y‖2 < q2+r2.
If two points are orthogonal or further than orthogonal, then the distane between them is
at least as large as the larger radius of two radii; see Figure 3.14.




Figure 3.14: (x, q) and (y, r) are orthogonal. The red irle is the diametral irle of xy.
Now let us ome bak to the GPU-QM-V algorithm. The GPU-QM-V algorithm is almost
as the same as the GPU-QM algorithm, exept that in Step 3, orthogonality is used as the
metri to deide whether a Steiner point is redundant or not. If two new Steiner points
inserted in the urrent iteration are orthogonal or further than orthogonal, keep both of
them. Otherwise we mark the one with lower priority as a redundant point and delete it
by using edge-ip. The routine for omputing the distane between two new Steiner points
and judging whether they are orthogonal, further than orthogonal, or less than orthogonal
is termed as orthogonal-test in the GPU-QM-V algorithm.
Generally speaking, if two points are independent with other, they must also be orthogonal
or further orthogonal, but not vie versa. However, we an always prove the following laim.
Claim 3.5.1. For any two Steiner points x and y inserted in a same iteration with insertion
radius q and r, respetively, if x and y are less than orthogonal, they must be dependent with
eah other.
Proof. For the given two Steiner points (x, q) and (y, r) whih are less than orthogonal, let
us assume they are independent with eah other, therefore there is no edge xy exists in the
DT after inserting both x and y into the triangulation. There are two ases as follows:
1. The stars of x and y have no ommon points or share only one ommon point, whih is
equivalent to saying the insertion irle of the two points are disjoint or interset with eah
other on one point. Hene, ‖x − y‖2 ≥ (q + r)2 > q2 + r2, and x and y are further than
orthogonal. This ontradits with the assumption that x and y are less than orthogonal.
2. The stars of x and y have a ommon edge ab; see Figure 3.15. For example, the insertion
irles of x and y interset on points a′ and b′. Beause x and y are less than orthogonal,
∠xa′y ≤ 90◦, and ∠xb′y ≤ 90◦. Beause a and b are input points or Steiner points inserted
in some previous iterations, a and b must lie on or outside of the insertion irle of x and
y. So ∠xay ≤ ∠xa′y, ∠xby ≤ ∠xb′y, ∠xay + ∠xby ≤ ∠xa′y + ∠xb′y ≤ 180◦, and we get







Figure 3.15: (x, q) and (y, r) are less than orthogonal and their insertion irles interset
on points a′ and b′. ab is a ommon edge shared by the star of x and y.
∠axb+∠ayb ≥ 180◦. Observe that edge ab is not loally Delaunay at all, whih ontradits
with the assumption that the mesh is a DT.
These two ases above onludes our proof of Claim 3.5.1. 
In the GPU-QM-V algorithm, if two new Steiner points inserted in the urrent iteration
are going to be onneted, we hek whether they are less than orthogonal or not. If yes,
aording to Claim 3.5.1, these two points must be dependent with eah other, and the one
with lower priority is marked as redundant.
Comparing to the aggressive redundant points detetion method used in the GPU-QM
algorithm, the method proposed here is less aggressive. When two Steiner points inserted in
the same iteration will be onneted with eah other, we mark the one with lower priority as
redundant only when the two points are less than orthogonal, i.e., delete one if two points are
surely not dependent with eah other. One problem with this new method is we may neglet
deleting some redundant Steiner points. Those Steiner points are not independent with other
points, but they an pass the orthogonal-test. As a result, as shown in the Setion 3.7, the
number of Steiner points inserted by the GPU-QM-V algorithm inreases slightly ompared
to the GPU-QM algorithm. But the running time for this variant algorithm dereases
signiantly and this variant algorithm an handle some speial point distributions better
than the GPU-QM algorithm.
3.5.2 Proof of termination
The proof of termination for the GPU-QM-V algorithm is very similar to the one for the
GPU-QM algorithm. The only dierene is that for any two new Steiner points p and q
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inserted in the same iteration in parallel, they may not be independent with eah other.
But the orthogonal-test used in the GPU-QM-V algorithm an guarantee these two points
must be orthogonal or further than orthogonal. So the distane between them is at least as
large as the larger insertion radius of two radii. Hene, no edge shorter than lfzmin is ever
introdued, the algorithm is guaranteed to terminate if the input is as the same as the one
in the GPU-QM algorithm.
3.6 Implementation Details
In this setion, we highlight some implementation tehniques used in both GPU-QM and
GPU-QM-V algorithms.
3.6.1 Dealing with variable-size arrays
Linked data strutures whih need dynami memory alloation is ompliated and ineient
to use with our massively parallel algorithm. Instead, we maintain all required information
as arrays. For example, the input points are stored as an array of points, and eah point is
represented by two oating point oordinates. One annoying problem with our algorithms
is that we keep adding and deleting points, suh that both the sizes of point array and
triangle array are hanged frequently. Therefore, a solution to handling variable-size arrays
is very important. In the following setion, we use triangle array as an example.
One simple solution is always adding new triangles at the end of the urrent array, and
mark the slots of deleted triangles as empty (see Figure 3.16). In our algorithms, espeially
the GPU-QM algorithm, many points would be deleted and inserted again, so the size of
the point array and triangle array may inrease quikly. Usually, in our algorithms one
thread handles one triangle. Large triangle array means large number of threads should be
launhed. If there are lots of empty slots among the triangle array, many launhed threads
have no work to do and are wasted. In addition, if we do not re-use the empty slots, there
is no way to handle more than 1 million points. After re-using the empty slots, we an run
up to 3 million points under our experimental environment mentioned in Setion 2.4.
Figure 3.16: Expanding the point list for all iterations.
Another solution is to ompat the triangle array immediately after every iteration. After
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every iteration, we mark the empty slots in the triangle array, and use parallel stream
ompation to ompat the array. Notie that we also need to update triangles' neighboring
information sine the positions of their neighbors are also hanged. Usually for a given
input data, there are tens of iterations in order to ompute its quality mesh on the GPU.
It is very ostly to ompat for every iteration, espeially for the iterations near to the end
where only few triangles are hanged.
In all, we want to re-use the empty slots, but do not want to do parallel stream ompation
after every iteration. Our solution here is to maintain an empty list for empty slots in the
triangle array (see Figure 3.17). This list reords all empty slots' positions in the triangle
array whih an be re-used, at the same time we reord the size of the empty list n
size
.
When new triangles are generated, we ompare the number of new triangles with n
size
to
hek whether we have enough empty spae in the triangle array for the new triangles. If
there is enough spae, we get the empty slots' positions from the empty list, and put new
triangles into the triangle array using the positions obtained. If there is not enough spae,
we expand the triangle array, and the empty list is expanded at the same time for the new
empty slots in the triangle array. After every iteration, instead of doing parallel stream
ompation to ompat the triangle array as mentioned above, we only ollet empty slots
from the triangle array. At the end of the algorithms, before we transfer the data bak to
CPU, we do parallel stream ompations for the triangle array to get rid of the empty slots
that still retained.
Figure 3.17: Our solution is to re-use empty slots in the point/triangle list.
Furthermore in order to save more time, we prefer not to ollet empty slots from the empty
list after every iteration. Instead we ompare the number of new triangles with the number
of available slots in the empty slots. If there is still enough spae in the empty list, we use
suh slots immediately without any olleting operation. Only if there is not enough spae
in the empty list, we ollet empty slots from the triangle array, and onsider expanding
the triangle list when there is not enough spae after the olleting operation.
Usually in the beginning of the algorithms, we have no idea of the nal size of the mesh
for various of input data, so it is impossible to pre-alloate enough spae for points and
triangles expliitly in the algorithms. Suppose the initial size of the mesh is n (number of
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points), and the number of triangles is 2n. In our experiments, we prefer to pre-alloate 2n
memory spae for point array, and 4n memory spae for triangle array. Whenever there is
not enough spae for new elements, we simply expand the point and triangle arrays by a
size of n and 2n, respetively.
3.6.2 Ative threads: ompation or olletion
In our algorithms, usually one thread handles one triangle, so we need to launh n (the
number of triangles) threads in parallel. However, sometimes, only a few number of threads
have work to do, others are idle thus reduing the eieny of the program due to thread
divergene. For example, in Step 3, for a given triangle t, if its mark is zero (i.e., mark[t] = 0),
it should be heked in the urrent loop. Only in the rst few loops, many triangles need
to be heked, while in the loops near the end of Step 3, the number of triangles need to
be heked is very small. Let the number of triangles be n, when we launh n threads for
the triangle array, only the threads orresponding to the triangles whose mark is zero are
ative, and are termed as ative threads. The number of ative threads is denoted by m in
the following.
Usually, only in the rst several loops m is big, while in the loops near the end of Step 3,
m is muh smaller than n. Instead of launhing n threads, we want to launh only ative
threads. There are two solutions to ahieve suh a goal.
1. Compat the triangle array after eah loop.
Mark triangles that need to be heked in the next loop, and do stream ompation in
parallel at the end of the urrent loop. But it is very ostly espeially when m is very
small ompared to n.
2. Collet ative threads that need to be heked in the next loop within urrent loop.
Assume that only Delaunay ips are performed in Step 3. Sine eah ip modies 2
triangles, we an pre-alloate an array alled ativeArray, with a size of 2 times the
number of ative threads in urrent iteration. Eah ip reords the triangles it modied
in the ativeArray. At the end of the urrent loop, we ompat the ativeArray and
use it in the next loop. For this solution, one problem is that it is very hard to predit
the orret size of ativeArray for the next loop sometimes. For example, in Step 3, we
need to detet and delete redundant points as well as maintain Delaunay property for all
triangles. For all the redundant points, we need to mark their inident triangles as need
to be heked in the next loop. But it is impossible to predit the number of redundant
points, and the number of inident triangles for redundant points.
In our implementation, we ombine these two solutions. We use an integer olletSize as
the size of the ativeArray and set olletSize = n × 0.05. In the rst several loops when
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m is bigger than olletSize, we use the rst solution, i.e., ompat the triangle array to
get all triangles whih should be heked in the next loop. For the loops near the end of
Step 3, when m is smaller than olletSize, the program will employ the seond solution
automatially. Atually one the program goes into the seond solution, the program rarely
goes bak to the rst solution. Aording to our experiene, less than 10% loops go to the
rst solution, most loops would adopt the seond solution automatially.
We also use this tehnique in other plaes in our algorithms. For example, in Step 2, we use
this tehnique to mark all new triangles whih should to be heked in Step 3. Furthermore,
we an use the ativeArray obtained from Step 2 as the initial ativeArray for Step 3. So
in the last several iterations, when only few Steiner points are inserted, we an only launh
few threads instead of n threads even in the rst several loops of Step 3.
3.6.3 Exat arithmeti and robustness
Our algorithms rely on two prediates, the orientation prediate and the in-irle predi-
ate. To deal with numerial error, we adapt and implement the exat prediates on the
GPU, based on Shewhuk's sequential implementation [She96b℄. Furthermore, we use the
simulation of simpliity method [EM90℄ to deal with degenerate data.
Eah prediate onsists of two parts: a fast hek whih uses oating point arithmeti, and
an exat hek whih uses oating point expansion. However, in most ases, the fast hek
is enough, only few threads go into the exat hek. Threads whih go into the exat hek
need more temporary memory and registers, hene the number of threads an be launhed
at the same time is muh smaller ompared to the situation in whih all threads go into the
fast hek. In order to fully utilize the omputation power of the GPU, it is better to do
regularized work for all threads. If some threads go into the fast hek, and some threads
go into the exat hek, the fast heks will be slowed down by the exat heks.
Our solution to handle this unbalaned workload among threads is to split the hek kernel
into two kernels. One kernel only do fast hek for all threads, and the threads that need
exat heks are marked at the same time. The seond kernel would be launhed after the
rst kernel immediately, and only the marked threads would do the exat heks. Aording
to our experienes and experiments, suh a GPU tehnique an speed up the omputing time
for prediates by 2 to 3 times. Beause the running time for prediates only oupies less than
one thousandth of the total running time, there is no expliitly time improvement after using
this GPU tehnique. However, this GPU tehnique is very useful for other omputational
geometry problems. For example, the 3D in-irle prediate is very ompliated, only several
threads an be launhed at the same time. It is a big waste to do exat hek for every
in-irle test atually, most tetrahedral only need fast hek. At this situation it is better
to use the tehnique mentioned above.
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3.7 Experiment Results
To assess the eieny of our program, we ompare with Triangle on the running time, and
the quality of the mesh on both syntheti and real-world data. The input to the program is
a DT mesh of a set of points. All numbers and omputations are done in double preision.
The running time inludes the time for omputation and the time for transferring data from
CPU to GPU, and vie versa.
3.7.1 Syntheti dataset
We reate syntheti data by generating points randomly in the uniform, Gaussian, and three
other distributions whih are alled disk, irle and grid distribution, respetively. In the
disk distribution, all points lie in a disk, whih means all points on the boundary of the disk
are oirular. In the irle distribution, points lie in between the boundary of two irles
of slightly dierent radius (see Figure 3.18). In the grid distribution, points are on a grid
of size 512 × 512, whih is a degenerate ase.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.18: Cirle distribution. (a) Input DT mesh. (b) Output quality mesh.
Running time omparison
Figure 3.19 shows the running time and speedup of GPU-QM over Triangle on dierent point
distributions, with the input size ranging from 0.5 to 3 millions. Notie that the running time
inreases linearly with the input size, and the performane for the disk and grid distributions
are very similar to the performane for the uniform and Gaussian distributions. This is the
result of our areful handling of exat arithmeti on the GPU. Compared to Triangle, the
speedup is 2 to 3 times on average for all point distributions exept the irle distribution.
For the irle distribution, usually the speedup is below 2 times. That is beause in this
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distribution, there is 10 times more insertion iterations ompared to other distributions.
Figure 3.19: Total running time and speedup over triangle on dierent distributions by
using GPU-QM algorithm on the GPU.
Figure 3.20: Cirle distribution: one intermediate result after several iterations. Bad
triangles are marked with red olor.
Figure 3.20 shows one intermediate result for the irle distribution. Sine we always use
priority to solve rae ondition among triangles, a bad triangle whose shortest edge is rel-
atively shorter than neighboring triangles' has priority to be eliminated. The algorithm
intends to solve bad triangles lie in a region where the loal feature sizes are relative small
with priority. As a result several bad triangles whose shortest edges are relatively big in
the middle have little hane to be eliminated in the rst several iterations. When most of
bad triangles near to the boundaries are eliminated, suh big bad triangles are still there.
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In order to eliminate the bad triangles left in the middle region of the mesh, we ontinue
to insert irumenters for them. However, these bad triangles are so big suh that their
irumirles are very big and may inlude more than one irumenter andidate. As a
result, only few andidates (sometimes only one) an be inserted in eah iteration, other
andidates are marked as redundant and be deleted. Therefore there are more iterations for
this distribution ompared to other point distributions. As shown later, the GPU-QM-V
algorithm an handle this problem eiently.
Mesh quality omparison
In order to ompare the quality of the meshes generated by our algorithm and Triangle,
we ollet several statistis on many measurements, suh as the angle histogram, the aspet
ratio histogram, the smallest/largest area of triangles, the shortest/longest edge of triangles,
and so on. The statistis (see Figure 3.21) show that the meshes generated by our program
have almost the same quality as the meshes generated by Triangle on the measurements
mentioned above. Therefore, we only fous on the number of Steiner points inserted in the
program when disussing the quality of the mesh from now on.
(a) (b)
() (d)




Figure 3.21: Mesh quality omparison between Triangle (left olumns) and GPU-QM
(right olums) on dierent distributions. (a)(b) Uniform distribution. ()(d) Gaussian
distribution. (e)(f) Disk distribution. (g)(h) Cirle distribution. (i)(j) Grid distribution.
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For the GPU-QM algorithm, experiments show that we only insert less than 1% more Steiner
points ompared to Triangle. Reall that for the sequential algorithm, the implementation
with priority queue an redue 35% Steiner points ompared to the implementation without
priority queue, whih means the order of Steiner points to be inserted is very important.
No more than 1% Steiner points ompared to Triangle with priority queue, is the result
of our areful handling of priority among triangles in parallel. In our algorithm we always
try to insert the irumenters for bad triangles whose shortest edges are relatively small
in their neighboring spae. If we do not set priority for triangles, and randomly hoose
one triangle between two triangles when they have rae relationship, we gain the similar
result as the result generated by Triangle without priority queue. Figure 3.22 shows the
quality omparison among the results of Triangle with priority queue, the results of GPU-
QM with/without setting priority for triangles in parallel on uniform and grid distributions.
Other distributions suh as Gaussian, disk and irle distributions have similar behavior as
the uniform distribution.
Figure 3.22: Comparison on the number of output points among Triangle with priority
queue, GPU-QM with priority, and GPU-QM without priority on uniform (left) and grid
(right) distributions.
Exept for the grid distribution, the other 4 distributions insert similar number of Steiner
points for the input DT mesh. For example, for 1 million input points, usually the GPU-QM
algorithm would insert 1.7 million Steiner points in order to eliminate all bad triangles. But
under the grid distribution, 1 million input points only need 1 million Steiner points, and
with the inrease of the input size, the ratio of the number of Steiner points to the number
of input points has obvious dereasing trend. That is beause, in the grid distribution, all
points are distributed on a grid of size 512 × 512. If the grid is full of input points, there are
no bad triangles at all. So when the number of input points inreases, the grid is oupied
more by the input points, the perentage of bad triangles is less, therefore fewer Steiner
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points are needed.
Running time of dierent steps
The GPU-QM algorithm onsists of three steps, and these three steps are implemented
iteratively until there are no bad triangles existing in the DT mesh. Figure 3.23 shows the
running time of dierent steps for dierent point distributions for 1 million input points.
As shown by the experiments, the time spent on Step 3 oupies more than 80 perent
of the total running time. Sine the main operation of Step 3 is edge-ip, the number
of ips diretly ontributes to the total running time. As mentioned before, there are
two kinds of ips in Step 3. One is the Delaunay ip, whih ontributes to maintain the
Delaunay property for all triangles after point insertion. The other is non-Delaunay ip,
whih ontributes to delete redundant points. So the number of ips depends on the number
of Steiner points inserted and the number of Steiner points deleted in the program. In the
following part, we will analysis the number of ips in details.
Figure 3.23: The running time of dierent steps of the GPU-QM algorithm for 1 million
points on dierent point distributions.
Number of ips
As mentioned above, the number of ips depends on the number of Steiner points inserted
and the number of Steiner points deleted in the program. We distinguish Steiner points as
follows:
Number of Steiner points numS: the number of Steiner points in the nal result.
Number of andidates numC : the number of Steiner points inserted in total in the
program. Many of them an be marked as redundant points and be deleted.
Number of dupliates numD: the number of Steiner points whih are inserted more
than one time during the whole proess. These points are used to be marked as redundant
points and be deleted in some intermediate iterations due to the redundant points detetion
method used in the algorithm, and are inserted again in later iterations.
The number of Steiner points together with the number of andidates inuene the number




Figure 3.24: Comparison on number of ips between GPU-QM and Triangle on dierent
distributions. (a) Uniform. (b)Gaussian. () Disk. (d) Cirle. (e) Grid.
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of ips performed in total. In order to insert numC andidates, 3× numC ips are needed
on average, and in order to delete numC − numS redundant points, 4 × (numC − numS)
number of ips are needed. For a given input mesh, in order to redue the number of ips,
i.e., gain minimum running time, we need to redue the numC and inrease the ratio of
numS/numC , whih is equal to try to redue the number of the numD.
As mentioned before, our GPU-QM algorithm only inreases no more than 1 perent of
Steiner points ompared to Triangle. However, if omparing the number of ips performed
in total, we do more than 2 times of ips than Triangle does; see Figure 3.24. Aording to
our statistis, more than 70% Steiner points are dupliate Steiner points, that means most
of Steiner points are inserted into the mesh more than one time. In order to redue the
number of andidates and the number of dupliates, we re-design the GPU-QM algorithm
with orthogonal-test, whih is the GPU-QM-V algorithm. In the next setion, we will
ompare these two algorithms in detail.
Strategies for redundant points detetion
In the GPU-QM algorithm, one an edge onsisting of two new Steiner points is generated
(no matter due to Delaunay ips or non-Delaunay ips), we mark the endpoint with lower
priority as the redundant point and delete it in the following edge ips. This strategy may
kill many points whih are not redundant points at all, due to the fat that after non-
Delaunay ips, new Steiner points that are independent with eah other may be onneted.
As a result, more than 70 perent of Steiner points may be inserted more than one in the
GPU-QM algorithm, whih is a big waste.
In order to solve the defet lies in the GPU-QM algorithm, we use the orthogonal-test
as the alternative strategy for redundant points detetion in the GPU-QM-V algorithm.
Aording to the experiment results, by using the orthogonal-test, less than 10 perent of
Steiner points are inserted into the mesh more than one. Sine more than 90% Steiner
points are inserted and without being deleted, the numC dereases a lot (see Figure 3.25),
and the numC − numS is muh smaller than before.
Figure 3.26 shows the omparison on the number of ips when using dierent detetion
strategies. In this gure we also inlude another detetion strategy alled no-Deletion, in
whih no Steiner points are deleted at all in Step 3. Of ourse, this strategy may generate
shorter edge than the existing edges, so it may not terminate in both theory and pratie
at all. The reason for inluding the third strategy in the omparison is that we want to
show our GPU-QM-V algorithm an get good balane between the quality of the mesh and
the running time of the program with guaranteed termination. Sine the number of ips
dereases a lot, we gain better performane than the GPU-QM algorithm when omparing
with Triangle; see Figure 3.27.
Compared to the GPU-QM-V algorithm, the GPU-QM algorithm employs a more aggressive
strategy when doing redundant points detetion. GPU-QM-V tends to give Steiner points




Figure 3.25: Comparison on the number of andidates between GPU-QM and GPU-QM-V
on dierent distributions. (a) Uniform. (b)Gaussian. () Disk. (d) Cirle. (e) Grid.




Figure 3.26: Comparison on number of ips for three strategies, GPU-QM, orthogonal-
test (i.e., GPU-QM-V), no-Deletion, on dierent distributions. (a) Uniform. (b)Gaussian.
() Disk. (d) Cirle. (e) Grid.
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Figure 3.27: The running time and speedup of GPU-QM-V ompared to Triangle for
dierent point distributions.
that are far away (orthogonal or further than orthogonal) from others an opportunity to
stay in the mesh. So it is possible that we do not delete some points that are far away from
others but are still not independent with others. As a result, we insert a little bit more
Steiner points in the GPU-QM-V algorithm than in the GPU-QM algorithm. Aording to
our statistis, ompared to the mesh generated by Triangle, GPU-QM inserts less than 1%
more Steiner points, while GPU-QM-V inserts less than 4% more Steiner points. As for the
speedup over Triangle, GPU-QM gains 2 to 3 times speedup (exept the irle distribution,
whih is 0.6 to 1.4 times speedup), while GPU-QM-V gains 3.5 to 5.5 times speedup. Notie
that omparing to the GPU-QM algorithm, in the GPU-QM-V algorithm, we insert a little
bit more Steiner points, but gain almost doubled speedup.
Although the no-Deletion strategy may gain the best speedup (4 to 6 times) among these
three strategies, it may generate 10% more Steiner points, and the most important thing is
that it may not terminate in both theory and pratie.
Another advantage of GPU-QM-V is that, it an handle the irle distribution very well.
The reason is that: although in the last several iterations, bad triangles' irumirles
are large, and they may inlude several andidates, in the GPU-QM-V algorithm, those
andidates are possible far away suh that most of them would pass the orthogonal-test,
and more andidates are inserted in the same iteration in parallel ompared to the number
of andidates that are not deleted in the GPU-QM algorithm. From this view, GPU-QM-V
has the potential to handle more kinds of point distributions in pratie.
Inuene of lter
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In Step 2, we mentioned that before inserting all andidates, we an use a simple lter to
lter out many andidates whih intend to be dependent with others. In that lter, for a
triangle t whih is to be split by inserting a andidate into it, if t's neighbors are also to
be split at the same time, we disable one triangle-split, i.e., delete andidates aording to
priority immediately. This lter is very simple and easy to implement. However, it may
inuene the number of andidates a lot. Figure 3.28 shows the number of andidates for
uniform distributions with and without using the lter. Similar behavior is also observed
for other point distributions. Notie that all the results presented prior to this setion are
already using the insertion lter.
Figure 3.28: Comparison on number of andidates for uniform distribution with and
without using the lter.
Reduing the number of andidates means reduing the time for point insertion. Although
the time for point insertion (Step 2) is not a time onsuming operation (see Figure 3.23),
reduing the number of andidates in one iteration may redue the hanes of being depen-
dent with others for eah new Steiner point. Therefore the number of Steiner points deleted
in Step 3 an also be redued.
3.7.2 Real-world dataset
To ompare our algorithms with Triangle on real-world data, we use the ontour maps freely
available at http://www.ga.gov.au/. Figure 3.29 shows an example of the ontour map we
used in our experiments. Table 3.1 shows the omparison on running time and the quality
of the mesh between our algorithms and Triangle. In the table, #I, #O means the number
of points in the input and output DT mesh. We gain similar analysis and results on all
the measurements we have done for the syntheti data (the running time, the running time
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of dierent steps, the number of ips, the quality of the mesh, and so on). Furthermore,
we an apply our algorithms to the image proessing problem. Figure 3.30 shows suh an
example. In addition, we show a zoomed-in image of Figure 3.30 in Figure 3.31, by zooming
in the eye portion marked in Figure 3.30.
Figure 3.29: An example of ontour dataset.
Table 3.1: Statistis for real-world dataset.
Set #I
Triangle GPU-QM GPU-QM-V
#O Time (s) #O Speedup #O Speedup
a 0.5M 2.1M 4.64 2.1M 1.8 2.2M 4.5
b 0.8M 3.3M 7.13 3.3M 2.0 3.5M 4.8
 1.0M 4.2M 9.56 4.3M 2.1 4.5M 5.0
d 1.2M 5.2M 11.80 5.3M 2.1 5.6M 5.0
e 1.5M 6.4M 14.13 6.4M 2.2 6.8M 5.2
3.8 Summary
In this hapter two algorithms, GPU-QM and GPU-QM-V, are proposed (notie that these
two algorithms will be termed as GPU-QM in other plaes exept in this hapter). They are
the rst GPU algorithms to improve the mesh quality of DT of a set of points. Aording
to our experiments, our algorithms an handle both syntheti and real-world data very well.
Furthermore our algorithms are guaranteed to terminate for a given DT mesh if no inident
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Figure 3.30: A raster image and its quality mesh, in whih the red points are the input
points abstrated from a raster image.
boundary edges have an angle smaller than 60◦. Furthermore, if we enfore all edges in the
mesh be Delaunay edges, we an get a onforming Delaunay triangulation.
Although we an handle boundary edges in our algorithms, in some ases we still need to
handle onstraints inside the onvex hull of the DT mesh. Our next goal is to generate
quality mesh for a given PSLG. In order to handle onstraints for the Delaunay renement
algorithm, we need to generate the CDT rst. In the next hapter, we will present our GPU
algorithm for the omputation of CDT for any given PSLG.
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Figure 3.31: Zoom in the portion in blak retangle of Figure 3.30.
Chapter 4
A GPU Algorithm for Constrained Delaunay
Triangulation
The onstrained Delaunay triangulation (CDT) is a diret extension of the DT where some
edges in the output are enfored beforehand; these edges are referred to as onstraints.
Given a PSGL, the CDT is a triangulation of S having all the onstraints inluded, while
being as lose to the DT of S as possible. For the speial ase of the CDT problem where
the PSLG onsists of just points, CDT is the same as the DT. Constraints our naturally
in many appliations, suh obstales in path planning, boundaries between ities in GIS,
harateristi urves in modeling, and so on.
In this hapter, we propose the rst GPU solution (GPU-CDT) to ompute the 2D on-
strained Delaunay triangulation (CDT) of a planar straight line graph (PSLG) onsisting
of points and edges. There are many existing CPU algorithms to solve the CDT problem
in omputational geometry, yet there has been no prior approah to solve this problem
eiently using the parallel omputing power of the GPU. Our implementation using the
CUDA programming model on NVIDIA GPUs is numerially robust, and runs up to two
orders of magnitude faster than the best sequential implementations on the CPU. This re-
sult is reeted in our experiment with both randomly generated PSLGs and real-world GIS
data having millions of points and edges.
This hapter begins with reviewing some sequential algorithms for onstruting CDT (Se-
tion 4.1). Next the overview and implementation details of the algorithm are presented
(Setion 4.2 and 4.3). Proof of orretion and omplexity analysis are provided in Se-
tion 4.5. Then the experiment results are provided in Setion 4.5. Finally, Setion 4.6
onludes the GPU-CDT algorithm.
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4.1 Related Work
4.1.1 Sequential method for omputing CDT
In this setion, we review some algorithms for onstruting CDT in 2D.The input for CDT
has both points and onstraint. Aording to the order of handling points and onstraint,
the algorithms for onstruting the CDT an be grouped into two ategories:
a. Proessing points and onstraints simultaneously.
Chew shows that the CDT an be built in optimal O(n log n) time using a divide and
onquer tehnique [Che89a℄, the same time bound required to build the DT, by using a
method similar to that used in [Yap87℄ for building the Voronoi diagram of a set of simple
urved segments. This method assumes that all the verties and onstraints are ontained
within a given retangle. Firstly, they sort all the verties by x-oordinate, and then use this
information to divide the retangle into vertial strips suh that every strip only ontains one
vertex. In eah vertial strip, they ompute the CDT, adjaent strips are pasted together
in pairs to form a bigger strips, and the CDT is built for eah newly formed strip until the
CDT for the entire retangle has been built. During the CDT pasting operation, the author
uses two triks to reah the O(n log n) time bound: one is only keep trak ross edges that
bound vertex-ontaining regions, the other one is using innite verties so that partial CDTs
are linked for eient aess.
Domiter uses sweep-line algorithm to proess points and onstraints at the same time
[Dom04℄. Insertion of edge is postponed until it is swept entirely. In this way, the de-
termination of triangles being piered by the edge is eient, simple and does not require
any additional searhing data struture. This work is based on a DT sweep-line algorithm
represented in [Zal05℄.
b. Proessing points and onstraints separately. Sine the CDT is a generalization of the
DT with the notion of onstraints [LL86℄, we an rst onstrut the DT of the given set
of points, then insert onstraints one by one into it. Suh an insertion an be done either
by removing triangles piered through by eah onstraint and re-triangulate the region due
to the removal of these triangles, or by ipping some edges in a ertain order until the
onstraint appears in the triangulation [Ber95, She96a℄.
Our approah of omputing the CDT on the GPU lies in-between these two ategories. We
rst onstrut a triangulation of the given set of points, then insert all the onstraints using
edge ipping, followed by transforming the resulting triangulation into the CDT, also using
edge ipping.
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4.1.2 GPU-DT algorithm
Sine before we insert all onstraints, we should use the GPU-DT algorithm to generate a
DT for a set of points, the GPU-DT algorithm will be shown briey in this setion.
There are several GPU-DT algorithms we an use as mentioned before. Here we only
introdue the one published in [QCT12, QCT13℄. This algorithm derives from the digital
VD of the input set of points S an approximation of the DT, then transforms it into the
needed DT. Speially, the algorithm onsists of the following phases:
Phase 1. Digital Voronoi diagram onstrution.
Map the input points into a grid and ompute its digital VD. If more than one point
is mapped to a same grid point, keep just one and treat the other as missing points.
Phase 2. Triangulation onstrution.
Find all the digital Voronoi verties to onstrut triangles for a triangulation. This
triangulation is an approximation of the DT.
Phase 3. Shifting.
Points have been moved due to the mapping in Phase 1. Shift points bak to their
original oordinates and modify the triangulation if neessary.
Phase 4. Missing points insertion.
Insert all missing points to be a part of the triangulation.
Phase 5. Edge ipping.
Verify the empty irle property for eah edge in the triangulation, and perform edge
ipping if neessary.
4.2 Motivation and Algorithm Overview
To introdue onstraints into the DT omputation, we use the approah of omputing a
triangulation T of the set of points rst before inorporating the onstraints. This is beause
onsidering onstraints earlier in the digital VD omputation makes the dualization muh
more diult, and the orretness of the resulting triangulation might not be guaranteed.
The naïve approah of having one parallel thread to handle one onstraint, deleting triangles
that it pieres through and re-triangulating the reated region is not ideal. This is beause
eah onstraint an interset a dierent number of triangles in T , resulting in unbalaned
workloads. Furthermore, two dierent threads handling two onstraints may interset some
ommon triangles and the threads annot proeed without some sort of loking, whih is
very ostly on the GPU.
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(a) (b) () (d)
Figure 4.1: Steps of the GPU-CDT algorithm. (a) Input PSLG; (b) Step 1: Triangulation
onstrution; () Step 2: Constraints insertion; (d) Step 3: Edge ipping. (Thik lines are
onstraints)
To ahieve good parallelism, we employ the ipping approah to insert onstraints. Multiple
pairs of triangles interseted by the same onstraint an possibly be ipped in parallel. Also,
when two onstraints interset some ommon triangles, we an still possibly ip some of
these ommon triangles. To regularize work among dierent threads, this ipping is done
before Phase 5 of the DT algorithm in Chapter 4.1.2, so that we an fous on inserting the
onstraints rst, before worrying about the empty irle property. Our algorithm an be
summarized as follows:
Step 1. Compute a triangulation T for all points (Phases 1 to 4);
Step 2. Insert onstraints into T in parallel;
Step 3. Verify the empty irle property for eah edge (that is not a onstraint), and
perform edge ipping if neessary.
Figure 4.1 shows the an example of the 3 steps for a input PSLG. Step 3 is similar to
Phase 5 of the DT algorithm, with the slight modiation not to ip onstraints. Our
proposed Step 2, with an outer loop and an inner loop, is given in Algorithm 4.1. The
idea is to identify intersetions between onstraints and triangles, i.e. onstraint-triangle
intersetions, in the outer loop, and to use edge ipping to remove them in the inner loop,
all in parallel using multiple passes.
4.3 Algorithm Details
4.3.1 Outer loop: Find onstraint-triangle intersetions
For eah triangle in the triangulation, we nd the index of one onstraint interseting it,
if any. Let ci = ab be the i
th
onstraint in the input, we go through the triangle fan of a
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Algorithm 4.1: Inserting onstraints into the triangulation
1 repeat /* outer loop */
2 forall the onstraint ci do
3 mark triangles interseting ci with i using atomi minimum
4 end
5 repeat /* inner loop: see Algorithm 4.2 */
6 do edge ipping to remove intersetions to onstraints
7 until no edge is ippable
8 until all onstraints are inserted
to identify the triangle A interseted by ci. If ci is an edge of A, the onstraint is already
there in the triangulation and no further proessing is needed. Otherwise, from A we start
walking along the onstraint towards b, visiting all triangles interseted by ci; see Figure 4.2.
For eah triangle found, we mark it with the index i using the atomi minimum operation.
Letting the minimum index remain as the marker is neessary for our proof of orretness.
Sine we do not modify anything in the triangulation in this step, no loking is needed.
The work done in this outer loop ahieves oarse-grained parallelism on the GPU, with one
thread proessing one onstraint.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: (a) Find the rst triangle A interseted by the onstraint (red line), yellow
triangle is the rst triangle inident to the a in the vertex array. (b) How to nd the other
interseted triangles along the onstraint (red line).
4.3.2 Inner loop: Remove intersetions
The inner loop of Algorithm 4.1 performs edge ipping to redue the number of onstraint-
triangle intersetions. Here, the parallelism is ne-grained with eah thread proessing a
triangle. Consider a pair of adjaent triangles that are both marked by the same onstraint.
There are four kinds of onguration for it; see Figure 4.3. A pair is lassied as a zero
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intersetion, single intersetion or double intersetion onguration if ipping it results in
a new pair having zero, one or two intersetions with the onstraint, respetively. If the
ipping is not allowed as its underlying spae is a onave quadrilateral, the pair is lassied
as a onave onguration.
(a) (b) () (d)
Figure 4.3: Congurations of a triangle pair interseting a onstraint (drawn in dashed
line). (a) Zero intersetion. (b) Single intersetion. () Double intersetion. (d) Conave.
It might seem good to avoid ipping a double intersetion onguration sine ipping does
not improve the situation and thus possibly leading into an innite loop. However, we
note that restriting ipping to only zero and single intersetion is not suient to get rid
of all the onstraint-triangle intersetions. To overome this dilemma, we propose a one-
step look-ahead strategy. Consider a triangle A in the hain of triangles interseted by a
onstraint, from one end point to the other, and let B and C be the previous and the next
triangle in that hain. The triangle pair (A,C) is ippable in one of the following ases:
(Figure 4.4)
Case 1. (A,C) is a zero or single intersetion.
Case 2. (A,C) and (B,A) are both double intersetions, and ipping (A,C) would
result in B with its new next triangle forming a single intersetion.
Case 3. (A,C) is a double intersetion and (B,A) is onave, and ipping (A,C) would
result in B with its new next triangle no longer being onave.
Note that Case 2 is equivalent to (B ∪ A ∪ C) being a onvex polygon. We perform the
ipping in multiple iterations; see Algorithm 4.2. In eah iteration, we rst identify the
triangle pairs and their ongurations (line 26). Then for any ippable pair (A,C) as
desribed above, we mark A, C, and possibly the previous triangle of A (whih is B in our
disussion), with the index of A using the atomi minimum operation (line 711). Lastly, we
ip (A,C) only if the marks on A and C (and also B for Case 2 and Case 3) remain (line 12
16). This prevents the possible onits when updating the triangulation, and allows the
one-step look-ahead to be ahieved. We also introdue extra weights into the labels used
in the marking. Case 1 is given the highest weight, followed by Case 2 and then Case 3.
For eah step to be done in parallel, we assign one thread to proess one triangle. As an
optimization, after eah iteration, we maintain a ompat list of ative triangles, i.e. those
that are still interseted by the onstraints. As suh, in later iterations, we do not have too






Figure 4.4: Flipping onsideration of a triangle pair involving A. The onstraint pq
intersets the triangles from left to right. (a) Case 1a. (b) Case 1b. () Case 2. (d) Case
3a. (e) Case 3b.
many idle threads handling triangles that no longer ative.
In pratie, the repeat-until loop in Algorithm 4.2 is only exeuted a few times per outer
loop iteration instead of repeating until no edge is ippable. The reason is as the algorithm
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Algorithm 4.2: Proessing of onstraint-triangle intersetions
1 repeat
2 forall the triangle A interseting a onstraint do
3 if C is also marked by the same onstraint as A then
4 determine the ase of (A,C)
5 end
6 end
7 forall the triangle A interseting a onstraint do
8 if (A,C) is ippable then
9 mark A,C (and B for Case 2 and Case 3) using atomi minimum
10 end
11 end
12 forall the triangle A interseting a onstraint do
13 if A,C (and B for Case 2 and Case 3) retain the same mark then




17 until no edge is ippable
progresses, there is a drasti redution in the number of ippable ases, and thus the par-
allelism redues. By swithing to the outer loop after a few (say 5 to 10) iterations of the
inner loop, the algorithm an disover more ippable ases to improve the parallelism and
as a result improving the performane, without ompromising on the orretness proven in
the next setion.
4.4 Proof of Corretness and Complexity Analysis
4.4.1 Proof of orretness
We show that Algorithm 4.1 terminates with all onstraints inserted into the triangulation.
Consider one iteration of the outer loop, and let ci = ab be the onstraint with the smallest
index i that still intersets some triangles in our triangulation. By using the atomi minimum
operation, we ensure that all triangles interseting ci are marked with i. It thus sues to
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prove the following:
Claim 4.4.1. The inner loop always suessfully inserts one onstraint into the triangulation.
Proof. Consider the hain of triangles interseting ci from a to b. Among these triangles, if
there are one or more triangle pairs that are single or zero intersetion, then the laim is
true as the marking favors eah of these ases and ipping is indeed arried out, reduing
the number of triangles interseting ci. Otherwise, onsider the hain of triangles having
only double intersetion or onave ongurations. We argue that there exists a triangle
pair (A,C) among them that is ippable, and eah ip is a step loser to removing the
intersetions of the triangles with ci.
If we would remove all triangles interseting ci, a polygonal hole is reated with points
p1, p2, . . . as its upper part and q1, q2, . . . as its lower part, exluding a and b; see Figure 4.5a.
Any polygon has an ear. Let qk−1qkqk+1 be the ear suh that the triangle C = qkqk+1pj
inident to qkqk+1 and interseted by ab is the earliest one in the hain. We exlude a and
b themselves to be qk. Let A be the previous triangle of C and B be the previous of A. We
have A = qkpjpj−1 sine if it were qkpjqk−1, (A,C) would have been a single intersetion
pair. The triangle pair (A,C) is a double intersetion, sine the two angles pj−1pjqk+1 and
pj−1qkqk+1 are both less than π.
We laim that (A,C) is ippable by onsidering 3 ases of B as follows. If B = qkpj−1pj−2,
(B,A) is a onave pair; see Figure 4.5b. pj−2pj−1qk+1qk is onvex by the hoie of qk, thus
triangles B,A,C fulll Case 3a, and (A,C) is ippable. If B = qkpj−1qk−1 and (B,A) is
a double intersetion (see Figure 4.5), the union of triangles B,A,C is a onvex polygon
as needed in Case 2, so (A,C) is ippable. If B = qkpj−1qk−1 and (B,A) is a onave
onguration (see Figure 4.5d), the union of triangles B,A,C fulll Case 3b, so (A,C) is
also ippable. As long as there is one ippable triangle pair, the marking in the inner loop
in Algorithm 4.1 will suessfully mark one for ipping, and ipping is indeed performed in
eah pass.
We next show that our inner loop does not go on forever. Let us assign to eah pair of
triangles a value of 0, 1 or 2. A pair of triangles that is zero or single intersetion is assigned
value 0; a double intersetion, value 1; and a onave, a value 2. As a result, we have a
base 3 number, N , to reord the ases of the hain of triangles interseting ci. A ip due to
Case 1 deletes a digit in N ; Case 2 turns 11 into 01; and Case 3 turns 21 into 11 (Case 3a)
or 01 (Case 3b). In other words, eah ip dereases the value of N . Sine N is nite, our
algorithm learly terminates, and a onstraint is inserted as laimed. 
4.4.2 Complexity analysis
Claim 4.4.1 onludes that our proposed algorithm omputes the CDT orretly. In this
subsetion, we show that no ip is wasteful. We rst analyze the number of ips needed to





Figure 4.5: (a) When the triangle pairs interseting the onstraint ci = ab are only either
double intersetion or onave, there exists a ippable pair (A,C). (b) B, A and C fulll
Case 3a. () B, A and C fulll Case 2. (d) B, A and C fulll Case 3b.
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insert one onstraint, followed by a bound on the total number of ips needed to insert all
the onstraints.
Claim 4.4.2. The total number of ips performed by the inner loop in order to insert one
onstraint is O(k2), where k is the number of triangles interseting the onstraint.
Proof. Flipping due to Case 1 annot be done more than k times sine eah ipping removes
an intersetion. Flipping due to Case 2 immediately gives rise to a ipping of Case 1 (with
highest priority), and thus also annot be done more than k times.
The initial number of onave pairs is bounded by O(k). A ip due to Case 1 (or Case 2)
introdues at most two (or one) onave pairs, thus at most O(k) onave pairs an be
introdued by these two ipping ases. Flipping due to Case 3 either eliminates a onave
pair or pushes it towards one end of the onstraint, thus it an be performed no more than
O(k2) times. As a result, the total number of ips is O(k2). 
Figure 4.6a shows that the worst ase of Claim 2 an happen. In this example, among
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.6: A bad ase for inserting one onstraint.
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Figure 4.7: Push the onave pair towards the right end of the onstraint using a ipping
due to Case 3a.
all the triangles interseted by the onstraint, there is a partiular hain of triangles with
k suessive onave pairs followed by k double intersetion pairs, suh that none of the
double intersetion pairs fulll Case 2. The only ippable ase in this situation is due to
Case 3a with two triangles sharing the edge ef . Flipping this pair of triangles and moving
on with another k − 1 ippings due to Case 3a, the algorithm produes Figure 4.6b. The
onave pair on the left of the k double intersetions has been "removed" and "introdued"
in the right at the edge st. In other words, the onave pair is pushed towards one end of
the onstraint. As suh, for eah onave pair, O(k) ips are needed to remove it, and sine
there are k onave pairs being removed in parallel, we need O(k) iterations of the inner
loop and O(k2) ips are performed.
One tehniality remains in the above onstrution. We add an extra O(k) onave pairs
on the left and O(k) double intersetion pairs on the right of the hain of triangles shown in
Figure 4.6a. This is to make sure that the triangle pairs inident to a and b an be ipped
O(k) times in the O(k) inner loop iterations without aeting the hain of onave and
double intersetion pairs shown in the gure. The total number of triangles interseting the
onstraint is O(k), so our O(k2) bound on the number of ips needed is tight.
Following the previous laim, in the worst ase the total number of ips performed to insert
all the onstraints may reah O(n3). However, this bound is not tight. In the next laim,
we show that the total work for inserting all onstraints is Θ(n2).
Claim 4.4.3. The total number of ips performed by Algorithm 4.1 is Θ(n2), where n is the
number of input points.
Proof. For any onstraint ci, if all triangles interseting it are deleted, a polygonal region is
left with si points in its upper part and ti points in the lower part, exluding the endpoints
of ci. The number of triangles interseting ci is k = si + ti.
Aording to Claim 2, ipping due to all ases exept Case 3a an only be done O(k) times.
Flipping due to Case 3a either eliminates a onave pair or pushes it towards the right end
of the onstraint. When a onave pair is pushed, it moves one step to the right end in
both the upper boundary and the lower boundary of the polygonal region (Figure 4.7), thus
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eah onave pair an only be pushed min(si, ti) times. As suh, the total number of ips
to insert ci is O(k + k min(si, ti)) ⊂ O(siti). The total number of ips performed for m
onstraints is thus O(
∑m
i=1 siti).
Eah time a onstraint ci is inserted, any edge piqj an never appear later in the triangulation.
Not only that, suh an edge also annot be inside the polygonal region of any other onstraint,
otherwise that region would have interseted ci. The number of edges that an possibly be
formed by the n input points is O(n2), so O(
∑m
i=1 siti) ∈ O(n2). This, together with the
worst ase example shown above, onludes our proof of Claim 3. 
4.5 Experiment Results
To ahieve exat and robust result during our omputation, we only use orientation and
in-irle prediates from the exat prediates of Shewhuk [She96b℄. All numbers and om-
putations are done in double preision. The soure ode is available for download from our
projet website (http://www.omp.nus.edu.sg/~tants/dt.html).
To assess the eieny of our GPU-CDT program, we ompare its running time, on both
syntheti and real-world data, with that of the most popular omputational geometry soft-
wares available, Triangle and CGAL version 3.9. Aording to our tests, CGAL runs faster
than Triangle for the DT omputation. However, when onstraints are introdued, Triangle
runs muh faster than CGAL. Here, we only show the result of the faster between the two.
4.5.1 Syntheti dataset
To generate syntheti data, we rst randomly generate onstraints of dierent lengths that
do not interset eah other, then randomly generate points whih do not lie on any onstraint.
Figure 4.8 shows one small syntheti data generated.
Figure 4.8: A syntheti dataset (left) and its onstrained Delaunay triangulation (right).
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When onstraints are introdued, we observe a substantial speedup, of up to two orders of
magnitude, ompared to both Triangle and CGAL (with CGAL being muh slower than
Triangle). Triangle inserts onstraints one by one (also using an edge-ip method) on the
DT of the set of points. We ompare the time for onstraints insertion by subtrating the
time for the DT omputation from the time for the CDT omputation on the same set of
points.
Running time: Figure 4.9a and 4.9b show the performane omparison of Triangle with
GPU-CDT on dierent number of points and onstraints, with dierent grid sizes. Clearly,
the more onstraints there are, the higher is the speedup we an ahieve. This is beause
only a small part of our algorithm in inserting onstraints is done with oarse-grained
parallelism, while the majority of the proessing is done with ne-grained parallelism. As
suh, our algorithm sales well with the amount of work available. Note that we ahieve
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.9: Speedup over Triangle when omputing the CDT, (a) with 1M onstraints
and varying the number of points, and (b) with 10M points and varying the number of
onstraints.
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better performane for onstraints insertion when using bigger grid sizes beause the number
of onstraint-triangle intersetions dereases (see Figure 4.10a and 4.10b), possibly due to
the fat that the triangulation produed by Step 1 is loser to the DT with grid size getting
bigger.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.10: Total number of onstraint-triangle intersetions with dierent grid sizes, (a)
with 1M onstraints and varying the number of points, and (b) with 10M points and varying
the number of onstraints.
Running time of dierent phases: Figure 4.11a and 4.11b shows the running time
of dierent phases of GPU-CDT using 81922 grid size. Similar behavior is also observed
for other grid sizes. The time for inserting onstraints for our program oupies less than
20% of the total time. On the same datasets, Triangle spends most of its time inserting
onstraints. For example, given 10M points and 1M onstraints, Triangle spends 62 seonds
for onstruting the CDT, in whih 46 seonds are spent on onstraints insertion. In ontrast,
GPU-CDT spends 3.2 seonds for onstruting the CDT, in whih only 0.47 seonds are
spent on onstraints insertion. As suh, when omparing the total running time of our
program with that of Triangle, we ahieve signiant speedup, ranges from 10 to 49 times.
Number of ippings: We ompare with Triangle on the number of ippings needed to
insert onstraints. To get a fair omparison, we follow Triangle's approah by modifying
our implementation to insert the onstraints after we have omputed the DT. The number
of ippings for GPU-CDT to insert onstraints inlude both the ippings to make the
onstraints appear in the triangulation and those to make the triangulation a CDT.
Figure 4.12a and 4.12b shows the omparison with varying number of points and onstraints.
The number of ippings is plotted against the number of onstraint-triangle intersetions to
highlight that the relationship between the two numbers is linear in pratie, muh lower
than the worst ase omplexity analyzed in Setion 4.4.2. Note that we perform slightly less
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.11: Running time for dierent steps for omputing CDT, (a) with 1M onstraints
and varying the number of points, and (b) with 10M points and varying the number of
onstraints.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.12: Comparison with Triangle on the total number of ippings when inserting
onstraints, (a) with 1M onstraints and varying the number of points, and (b) with 10M
points and varying the number of onstraints.
edge ippings than Triangle, possibly due to our algorithm giving extra weights to Case 1
and Case 2 that leads to immediate removal of onstraint-triangle intersetions.
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4.5.2 Real-world dataset
To ompare GPU-CDT with Triangle for the real-world dataset, we use ontour maps
whih are freely available at https://www.ga.gov.au/. Figure 4.13 shows an example of the
ontour maps we used for our experiment and its CDT. For suh ontour maps, the number
of onstraints is similar to the number of points. Here we use the number of points to
denote the data size of the ontour map. Table 4.1 shows the running time omparison with





a 1.2M 0.665 0.046 14×
b 3.2M 1.982 0.071 28×
 4.5M 2.526 0.097 26×
d 5.7M 3.181 0.133 24×
e 8.5M 4.755 0.245 19×
f 9.5M 6.036 0.244 24×
Table 4.1: Running time of ontour dataset.
GPU-CDT generally runs faster than Triangle. In these real-world data, most onstraints
are very short and do not interset many triangles (if at all). Figure 4.14 shows the dis-
Figure 4.13: A ontour map with its CDT
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tribution of the number of intersetions per onstraint olleted by our GPU-CDT for the
Example f ontour dataset (with about 9.5M points and 9.5M onstraints) and a repre-
sentative syntheti dataset of 10M points with 1M onstraints. The maximum number of
intersetions is 51 for the ontour dataset as ompared to 7073 for the syntheti dataset.
Figure 4.14: The distribution of the number of intersetions per onstraint.
For both ases, the total number of onstraint-triangle intersetions is around 6M. Triangle
inserts onstraints muh slower when the onstraints are long (one onstraint intersets
many triangles), taking 46 seonds for the syntheti dataset, while only 6 seonds for the
ontour dataset with mostly short onstraints. On the other hand, due to our ne-grained
approah, our program an easily proess the syntheti dataset onsisting of both long
and short onstraints with similar parallelism as the ontour dataset with all very short
onstraints. Our running time for syntheti and ontour dataset are 0.47 and 0.25 seonds
respetively, ahieving a signiant speedup over the sequential approah.
4.5.3 Image vetorization
As mentioned earlier, the CDT an be used in many appliations. Prasad and Skourikhine [PS06℄
present a framework for transforming a raster image into a vetor image omprised of poly-
gons that an be subsequently used in image analysis. Their algorithm onsists of the
following steps. First, edges are reognized using some standard edge detetion algorithm.
Seond, ontiguous edge pixel hains are extrated and an edge map onsisting of straight
line segments is onstruted. Third, the CDT to the edge map (whih is atually a PSLG) is
omputed. Finally, adjaent trixels (triangles) are merged based on ertain grouping lters,
and the onneted omponents of the trixel grouping graph yield polygons that represent
the image. Figure 4.15 shows a raster image and the result after omputing the CDT of the
edge map of it.
In pratie, depending on the resolution of the image, the edge map might onsist of hun-
dreds of thousands of line segments (onstraints) of dierent lengths, thus using our GPU-
CDT an help speed up the omputation. The onstraints here are similar in nature to
those in the ontour datasets, so the performane of GPU-CDT here is similar to that for
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.15: A raster image (top) and the CDT for its edge map (bottom).
ontour datasets.
4.6 Summary
This hapter presents a new, eient and robust parallel approah to onstrut the 2D
onstrained Delaunay triangulation on the GPU. Our approah is salable, apable of max-
imizing the parallelism on the GPU. That has been shown in our experiment with both
syntheti and real-world data. We have shown that our implementation an ahieve two
orders of magnitude better performane than the best CPU libraries available.
GPU-CDT gives extra weights to Case 1 and Case 2 of the onstraint-triangle intersetions
to remove many onstraint-triangle intersetions. While Triangle uses sequential method to
insert onstraints. For eah onstraint to be inserted, the program disovers all interseted
triangles, iterates them from left to right, and does edge-ip if neessary to remove inserted
triangles. Extra weights tehnique may redue the number of ips for inserting a partiular
onstraint. From this view, introduing extra weights for Case 1 and Case 2 for sequential
algorithm may also ontribute to speed up the sequential algorithm.
Chapter 5
Conlusion
In this thesis, two algorithms termed as GPU-QM and GPU-CDT are proposed, whih an
improve the quality of the DT for a set of points, and ompute CDT for a set of points
and onstraints, respetively. Both of these two algorithms are the rst GPU algorithms
proposed so far. Aording to our experiments for both syntheti and real-world data, our
GPU algorithms are numerially robust and run up to two orders of magnitude faster than
the fastest sequential algorithm. Furthermore, we obtain the rst GPU mesh generator by
integrating the GPU-QM, GPU-CDT algorithms with an existing work termed as GPU-DT,
whih an ompute DT for a set of points using the GPU. Our mesh generator an ompute
digital Voronoi diagrams, exat Delaunay triangulation, onstrained Delaunay triangulation,
onforming Delaunay triangulation and high-quality triangle meshes in 2D spae on the
GPU.
5.1 Performane Analysis
Compared to the fastest CPU mesh generator, our GPU mesh generator is numerially
robust and run muh faster. However, the three main algorithms/funtions of the mesh
generator have dierent performane. Their speedups over the best sequential implementa-
tions have signiant dierene. For the GPU-DT algorithm, aording to [QCT12, QCT13,
CNGT14℄, it gains up to 7 times speedup. For the GPU-QM algorithm, we get 3 to 5.5
times speedup for dierent point distributions. As for the GPU-CDT algorithm, it runs up
to two orders of magnitude faster than the best sequential implementation. One ommon
reason for these dierenes on speedup is the dierent total work performed ompared to
the sequential implementation. The most time onsuming operation of these three algo-
rithms is edge-ip. So the running time depends on the number of ips performed. The
GPU-DT algorithm does almost the same number of ips as the CPU mesh generator does.
However, the GPU-QM algorithm does 2 times more edge-ips than the sequential method
whih is beause we delete a number of redundant Steiner points to derease the total num-
ber of Steiner points inserted in parallel. Sine more edge-ips are needed, the speedup of
GPU-QM over sequential implementation is less than GPU-DT's. As for the GPU-CDT al-
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gorithm, we do 30% less edge ips than the sequential implementation, whih is beause we
set priority to dierent kinds of ips and use one-step look-ahead strategy. Sine the number
of ips dereases, it is possible to gain better performane from GPU-CDT ompared to the
GPU-DT and GPU-QM algorithms. Notied that GPU-CDT an gain signiantly higher
speedup than GPU-DT and GPU-QM, the main reason is the memory aess. For all mesh
generating algorithms, Triangle rearranges the data for points so that the ahe is better
utilized during point insertion, point loation and edge-ip. However when onstraints are
introdued, rearranging data for onstraints is diult, at that time Triangle faes the same
memory aess problem as our GPU algorithms. Generally speaking, when we have mem-
ory aess problem for our GPU algorithms, and Triangle has not, usually the speedup over
Triangle is less than 10; when both of our algorithms and Triangle have memory aess
problem, we an expet great speedup over Triangle like GPU-CDT. In other words, our
GPU mesh generator will benet a lot from improvements in the data struture and memory
aess optimization in the future.
5.2 Future Work
Generating quality mesh for a PSLG is so inherently omplex that any known algorithm
is likely to be foiled by input data having small features, small angles, or ompliated
topologies. Triangle tried to propose some modiations whih ensure that the program
an always produe a valid mesh suh that the quality of the mesh degrades graefully as
the input degrades. But the program an still fail on some diult ases. Before our GPU
mesh generator an generate quality mesh for a PSLG, there are many works that need to be
prepared. In the future, we will try to solve this problem for a PSLG without small angles
rstly. For a sequential method, algorithm of generating quality mesh for a set of points
(inluding boundary rening) is as same as the the algorithm of generating quality mesh for
a PSLG without small input angles. However on the GPU, these two algorithms ould dier
a lot. The main diulty for handling onstraints inside the triangulation is that it is very
hard to be aware of all enroahed onstraints for a Steiner point. Many edges shorter than
existing minimum loal feather size may be generated so that the program an fall into an
innite loop. For the boundary onstraints, in the GPU-QM algorithm, a simple and easy to
implement method is proposed. But for the onstraints inside the triangulation, the urrent
method is not valid any more, and a more ompliated method would be needed. When the
input PSLG has small angles, the Delaunay renement algorithm beomes more ompliated.
People would like to triangulate a domain without reating any small angles that aren't
already present in the input. Unfortunately, no algorithm an ahieve this goal for all
triangulation domains [She01℄. For this problem, we may adopt similar strategy as the one
used in Triangle, i.e., try to protet some small angles, and do not split onstraints/triangles
if any smaller angles/shorter edge would be generated.
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5.3 Summary
The algorithms desribed in this thesis are eient and numerially robust. Besides two
mesh generation algorithms and the mesh generator on the GPU, this thesis also provides
useful information for devising other parallel and GPU algorithms to solve other omputa-
tional geometry problems. In addition our mesh generator is freely available on the internet
for download.
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